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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Photoionization occurs when ions are produced as a resuit of photo­
absorption. The earliest studies of photoionization phenomena were 
done with line sources and by detecting the ions produced purely as a 
1 2 photocurrent. ' Later, studies were done by measuring the photoions 
formed as a function of energy, requiring monochromated light production 
3 7 
systems, " and mass spectrometers were incorporated to provide identi-
g q 
fication of the product ions. ' This made it possible to find the 
photoionization efficiency (PIE), which is the intensity of the ion 
signal divided by the intensity of the transmitted light signal at a 
given photon energy. If the fraction of photons absorbed by the target 
gas is small (<0.01%) and the number density of the target gas as well 
as the interaction volume remain constant, the PIE, plotted as a 
function of photon energy, can be viewed as relative photoionization 
cross sections. 
Possible processes observed in photoionization include direct ioni­
zation, autoionizatîon, ion-pair formation, dissociative ionization, 
and predissociation.^0 Among the different kinds of information which 
can be obtained by this technique are ionization energies (IE) and 
vibrational frequencies of molecular ions in various states, the 
appearance energies (AE) of fragment ions, and thermochemical information 
which can be derived from these values. This technique has proved to 
be a useful tool in the elucidation of the interaction of Rydberg 
states with continuum states. Information on potential energy surfaces 
can be explored by photoionization studies as well.^®*^^ 
2  
Much improvement has been made over early photoionization-mass 
spectrometric measurements, particularly with respect to optical 
r e s o l u t i o n . T h e  m a i n  d i f f i c u l t y  i n  o b t a i n i n g  h i g h e r  r e s o l u t i o n s  
has been the low vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) light intensities available. 
For this reason, much of the experimental advancement in photoionization 
has centered around two areas: in improving light intensity, and in 
increasing the number density of the target molecules in the photoionza-
tion collision region. Much of the work on light sources has been 
12 
reviewed recently by Ng. 
As a result of low light intensities, gas cells have been used to 
hold the target gases at relatively high pressures in order to obtain 
better signal to noise ratios in ion intensity measurements. 
In these cases, unfortunately, the obtainable resolution was often 
limited by the rotational population of the gases themselves. For 
example, for diatomic molecules at room temperature the average rota­
tional energy is nearly 26 meV, and is even larger for polyatomic 
12 
molecules. Furthermore, the low frequency vibrational levels of target 
molecules will often be populated. In photoionization, the rotational 
and vibrational populations will broaden the features of the PIE spectra 
and make the Interpretation difficult. To overcome this difficulty, 
one response has been to cool the gas cell to lower temperatures. 
However, this is not possible for gases having high condensation points. 
An alternative to the gas cell method is the supersonic molecular 
beam technique. A supersonic beam involves the expansion of a gas through 
3  
a small orifice from a region of high pressure to a region of lower 
pressure, where the mean free path of molecules in the high pressure 
(stagnation) region is much shorter than the diameter of the orificeJ® 
The molecules undergo large numbers of collisions in the expansion, con­
verting some random trans!ational, rotational, and Vibrational energies 
of the molecules into directed mass flow. When the expansion is 
complete,the molecules are no longer in a Maxwel1-BoTtzman distribution 
of states. Instead: 
(1) the molecules are nearly unidirectional and are moving at 
essentially the same speed, 
(2) the number density in the direction of the flow is larger 
than în a effusive beam of the same initial temperature ^nd pressure, 
and 
(3) the effective rotational and vibrational temperatures of the 
gas are substantially reduced. 
The cooling of the expansion is more effective for some degrees 
of freedom than for others. The ultimate effective temperatures of a 
gas after expansion will usually by in the following order; 
^trans ^rot ^vib ^o 
where T^, T^^^, Ty^^, and ^trans the stagnation temperature, and the 
effective rotational, vibrational, and translational temperatures, 
respectively. In most cases, the translational temperature will reach 
17  
nearly 0 K. Rotational temperatures as low as 0.17 K have been reported. 
4  
Vibrational temperatures of typically 20-50 K are readily attained 
depending upon the vibrational spacing, initial temperature, and 
expansion conditions. Thus, in comparison to.gas cell experiments, 
supersonic expansion of the target gas can greatly reduce the limits 
upon the ultimate achievable resolution while still providing a high 
constant flux of molecules at the ionization region. Further, if the 
gas is sampled downstream in a collisionless environment, interference 
effects, which often occur due to secondary collision processes in 
gas cell measurements, can be eliminated. For these reasons, the 
supersonic molecular beam method has been adapted for use in the 
photoionization-mass spectrometric studies presented in this dissertation. 
The advantages of this method have been demonstrated previously by Ng, 
18-29 Trevor, Trott, Dehmer, and coworkers. 
Most supersonic beam-photoionization-mass spectrometric studies 
done to date have involved molecules which are gases at room tempera­
ture.^^ This is because, in comparison to the construction of supersonic 
beam sources for nonvolatile target molecules, the construction of 
sample introduction systems for molecules having high vapor pressures is 
relatively simple. Of the previous studies on higher temperature vapors, 
t h e  m a j o r i t y  h a v e  b e e n  d o n e  u s i n g  e f f u s i v e  b e a m  s o u r c e s . I n  a n  
effusive beam,the molecules remain in essentially the same transiational, 
rotational and vibrational distribution of states they occupied in the 
stagnation region. At the higher temperatures required to achieve 
usable beam fluxes of nonvolatile molecules, hot band effects are 
5  
particulary severe. It is especially desirable to develop supersonic 
beam sources for the study of molecules which, require higher temperatures 
1 fi to volatilize. Such a beam source has been constructed and used in 
the photoionization efficiency studies of HgClg, HgBrg, and Hgig 
presented in Sections I and II. 
Higher concentrations of cluster species can be formed as a result 
of the cooling effect of molecules in a supersonic expansion. The 
OC 
characteristics of cluster beams have been discussed in detail by Hagena 
12 
and Ng . Molecular beam-photoiohization-mass spectrometric studies of 
these molecules can provide information not attainable by other 
techniques-.Studies of the COg, NgO, CO, Ng, NO, and Og dimers 
and clusters are presented in Sections III, IV and V. These studies 
have provided new insights on the bonding of cluster molecular ions, 
the relaxation of the Rydberg states of clusters, and, as illustrated 
in Section V, the effects of internal energy upon the reaction dynamics 
of ion-molecule reactions. 
•"lO lorr 
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Figure 1. Side view of the photoionization apparatus, (1) monochromator, (2) X'-Y 
transiational bench, (3) liquid nitrogen trapped 6 in. diffusion pump, 
(4) monochromator stand, (5) light source, (6) differential pumping arm, 
(7) entrance slit, (8) to Roots blower pumping system, (9) to ejector 
pump, (10) Daly type particle detector, (11) scattering chamber, (12) quad-
rupole mass spectrometer, (13) flexible coupling bellows, (14) photo 
detector, (15) sodium salicylate coated quartz window, (16) exit slit, 
(17) photoionization center, (18) 10 in. diffusion pump system, and 
(19) stand for scattering chamber 
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EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 
The experimental configuration and procedures used in this work have 
been described in detail previouslyBriefly, the apparatus con­
sists of three main parts. They are a vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) light 
source, a windowless three meter monochromâtér (McPherson, model 2253) 
system, a quadrupole mass spectrometer (QPMS) ion detection system, and 
a supersonic molecular beam production system. 
Figure 1 shows the arrangement of the light source, the monochromator, 
the ion optics, and the QPMS ton detection system. Because no single 
laboratory light source can produce the necessary VUV light over the 
entire photon energy range of interest (6-21 eV), three different 
sources of Ifght are used; the Hg many-lined pseudocontinuum (850-
2000 8), the He Hopfield continuum (584-1100 %) and the Ar Hopfield 
continuum (1050-1550 X). Thé He and Ar continua are used in place of 
the Hg pseudocontinuum In studies where higher resolution is required 
(£0.28 K FWHM) in order to avoid light modulation effects due to the 
rapidly changing intensities of light with energy in the pseudocontinuum. 
Although at energies below 11.9 eV the light source may be coupled 
to the monochromator by the use of windows, at higher energies windows 
can seriously reduce the transmitted light intensity. In this apparatus, 
the lamp is coupled to the monochromator by a differential pumping arm, 
which steps down the pressure between the lamp and the monochromator. 
The gas from the lamp enters the pumping arm through an orifice which 
acts as the entrance slit of the monochromator, and passes through two 
8  
pumping stages, the first pumped by a Roots blower (300 CFM) and the 
second by an ejector pump (300 1/s). This arrangement allows the 
light source to be coupled to the monochromator without windows. For 
the He Hopfield continuum, the lamp is normally operated at 80-100 Torr, 
while the monochromator chamber can be maintained at pressures below 
10"^ Torr. 
The monochromator chamber is pumped by a liquid nitrogen trapped 
6" diffusion pump. At pressures better than 10"^ Torr, backstreaming 
of the pump oil is neglible, maintaining an oil free environment for 
the grattng. Two 1200 lines/mm aluminum gratings blazed at 1360 8 
are used. For maximum efficiency, an Os coated grating is used between 
500-1100 %, while a MgFg coated grating is used between 1100-2000 8. 
The light exiting the monochromator passes through the ionization 
region and is incident on a sodium salicylate coated window, the 
fluorescence of which is detected by a photomultiplier tube (PMT). The 
DC signal of the PMT is converted to a digital signal by a voltage to 
frequency converter and is then counted. 
The positive ions produced by the photons incident on the ionization 
region are repelled upward and are focused by the ion lenses onto the 
aperture of the QPMS. Ions of the desired mass to charge ratio are 
then detected by a Daly type ion detector.This device converts the 
ion signal to a light signal, which is in turn converted to a current 
by a photomultfplier tube. In order to reduce background ion signals and 
to avoîd attenuation of the ton signal by background gases, this region 
9  
is maintained at MO"® Torr by a liquid nitrogen (LNg) trapped 4" 
diffusion pump. The ionization chamber and the ion focusing region are 
kept at 10'®—10"® Torr and "^,10"^^ Torr, respectively, by LNg trapped 
10" diffusion pumps. 
The basic concept of the supersonic beam production system has 
been touched on briefly in the GENERAL INTRODUCTION. Essentially, the 
subject molecules pass from a region of high pressure (100-1500 Torr) 
to a region of low pressure (10'^—10"^ Torr) through a small orifice. 
The orifices used in these studies ranged from 0.05 mm to 0.127 mm. 
The beam then passes through a conical skimmer and is intersected by 
the VUV photon beam at the ionization region. The nozzle-skimmer 
distance was maintained at approximately 0.64 cm, while the skimmer 
orifice was 0.76 mm in diameter. 
Two beam sources were utilized in this study. The first is a high 
temperature oven-type supersonic beam source for the study of higher 
temperature vapors (Sections I and II). The other is a low temperature 
cryogenic source capable of producing high concentrations of cluster 
spec ies  (Sec t ions  I I I ,  IV  and V) .  
Figure 2 shows the detailed cross-sectional view of the differential 
pumping arrangement of the oven-type supersonic beam production system, 
the ionization region, the ion optics, and the quadrupole mass spectrom­
eter used in Sections I and II. The oven, having a capacity of 
3 
approximately 17 cm , was constructed of stainless steel. It essentially 
consists of the main oven and nozzle which can be heated independently 
Figure 2. Cross-sectional view of the differential pumping arrangement of the oven-type 
supersonic beam production system, ionization region, ion optics, and quadrupole 
mass spectrometer. (1) main oven and oven heater, (2) carrier-gas inlet, 
(3) nozzle and nozzle heater, (4) water-cooled copper cold shield, (5) 45° 
optically dense copper chevrons, (6) LN2 reservoir, (7) LN? inlet and outlet, 
(8) heated skiimer, (9) nozzle-stop collar, (10) X-Y translator, (11) thin-wall 
stainless steel tube, (12) LN2 channels, (13) LN2 cold trap, (14) alignment 
collar 
• 
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by heating elements embedded in the bodies of the oven and nozzle. The 
main oven can be further separated into the upper and lower ovens which 
are sealed together by a Confiât metal gasket type seal during the 
experiment. This feature made it possible to open the oven for cleaning 
and reloading. By using copper or aluminum gaskets, reliable seals can 
be maintained at a temperature <675 K. Most of the data presented in 
Sections I and II were taken with the temperature ranges of the oven 
and nozzle between 465-500 K and 490-S25 K, respectively. Maintaining 
a slightly higher temperature for the nozzle than that of the oven is 
necessary to prevent clogging of the nozzle by the sample material. In 
operation, the oven was wrapped by several layers of tantalum foil as 
radiation shields. The whole oven was further enclosed by a water cooled 
copper cold shield. In a typical run, the fluctuation in the nozzle 
and oven temperatures was less than ±3 K as monitored with thermocouples. 
At an oven temperature of 470 K, typical vapor presures of HgXg were 
estimated to be 4^80-^100 Torr. By maintaining the pressure of the helium 
or argon carrier gases (which entered the oven through the carrier-gas 
inlet)in the range of 250 to 650 Torr in this experiment, the back-
streaming of the sample into the inlet was found to be negligible. The 
nozzle diameter used was 0.127 mm. Under these expansion conditions, 
the source can operate continuously for a period of 36 hrs on one sample 
charge. 
The alignment of the nozzle was accomplished by the precise coaxial 
engagement of the nozzle with the alignment collar, the axis of which 
13  
intersects the photoionization center. The oven was also secured to 
an x-y translator by a thin wall stainless steel tubing in order to 
release the stress of the alignment collar exerted by the weight of the 
oven. The nozzle-stop collar, its position fixed by a set screw, stops 
the nozzle tip at a preset distance from the skimmer. In this experiment, 
the nozzle-skimmer distance was kept at 0,64 cm. The beam, thus aligned, 
passes through the skimmer and then through a collimation slit before 
reaching the photoionization region. The collimation slit, which was 
positioned between the skimmer and ion-optics, is not shown in Figure 2, 
A heated skimmer was used in this study. By maintaining the skimmer 
at a temperature approximately equal to that of the main oven, it is 
possible to eliminate the condensation problem. However, in order to 
minimize the attack by the HgXg vapor on the skimmer heater, the heating 
wire was coated with ceramic cement and encased with a metal shield. 
The procedure also prevented any stray light emitted by the heating wire 
of the skimmer from reaching the photon detector. 
Also shown in Figure 2 are two LNg traps. Due to the poisonous 
nature of the mercury halides, it was desirable to trap the sample gases. 
One of the traps, mounted directly in the path of the beam, was at 
about 160 K during the experiment. The other trap was constructed by 
soldering 45°optically dense copper chevrons to the LNg reservoir. A 
temperature of 110 K was maintained at this trap. 
Sections III, IV and V deal primarily with the study of clusters. 
The concentration of clusters in a beam depends in part on the extent 
14  
of cooling which takes place as a result of the expansion. Cluster 
formation can be increased by lowering the nozzle temperature, and 
by using larger nozzle diameters and higher stagnation pressures. 
A diagram of a variable temperature nozzle is shown in Figure 3 with 
the rest of the molecular beam production system, the ionization region, 
the ion optics and the quadrupole mass spectrometer. The details of 
this beam source have been described previously.The nozzle 
assembly is constructed of stainless steel and consists primarily of 
a stagnation region, which is surrounded by a cooling jacket. 
The temperature of the nozzle can be lowered to <^,90 K by cooling the 
nozzle with liquid nitrogen,and may be maintained at ±5 K of the desired 
temperature by controlling the rate at which liquid nitrogen is fed to 
the cooling jacket. In many cases this makes it.possible to cool the 
sample gases considerably before expansion. In addition, the pressure 
of the stagnation region may be carefully controlled by the use of 
pressure regulators. The combination of temperature and pressure 
controls made it possible to optimize the concentration of a particular 
cluster of interest in the beam. In some cases it was possible to 
minimize the interference of fragments from higher clusters by reducing 
the concentration of higher clusters in the beam. The cluster molecules 
studied in Sections III, IV and V were all produced in this fashion. 
The data aquisition system is controlled by a Motorola 6800 micro-
44 processor. Basically, the monochromator scans to a wavelength 
determined by the microprocessor, and counts the light and ion signals 
Figure 3. Cross sectional view of the differential pumping arrangement of the molecular 
beam production system, ionization region, ion optics, and quadrupole mass 
spectrometer 
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for a preset length of time. The microprocessor then computes the 
ratio of the ion signal to the light signal (i.e., the PIE) and stores 
it with the corresponding value of the wavelength, the light signal 
and the ion signal. The monochromator is then instructed to scan to 
the next wavelength and the cycle is repeated. 
The data thus acquired are printed out and can be stored on a 
cassette tape. From these data, the PIE were plotted as functions of 
wavelength. The spectra presented in Sections I-V were recorded in 
this fashion and are representative of thîs process. Plots of the 
light intensity were used to calibrate the plots of the PIE, using the 
positions of known atomic resonances, and Hg emission lines where 
necessary. 
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GENERAL THEORY 
Direct Photoionization 
Direct photoionization occurs when a molecule is excited directly 
from a neutral state into an ionic state. If is the initial state, 
is the final state (including the wavefunction of the electron), and 
gPy is the dipole moment operator, to a first approximation the 
transition moment can be written; 
(1) 
If the transition takes place in a time that is short compared to the 
vibrational period of the molecule, the wavefunctions can be separated 
into the electronic and nuclear parts according to the Born-Oppenheimer 
approximation; 
Y(r,R) . Yg(r,R)Yn(R), (2) ' 
where r and R represent the electronic and nuclear coordinates, respec­
tively. In addition, if the interaction between rotational and vibra­
tional motion can be neglected, ^^(R) can be further broken down: 
»„(») =f\(R)yR), (3) 
where ^^(R) represents the rotational wavefunction. Furthermore, the 
dipole operator may be expressed as the summation of both the 
nuclear and electronic coordinates: 
gPu = f .  *  fe- C' 
19  
These results, when substituted into Eq. 1 yield: 
(5 )  
= àzf Yj,f(K|v;:.f(R)|ZPn|Yv,,(R)Yt,,(R)dR y f*_f(r,R)T^_,(r.R)dR 
* h f  v J . f ( R ) v I , f ( R ) T r , , ( R ) Y v , t ( R ) d R ^ / ' f ^ ^ f ( r , R ) | E P g | Y 2 , i ( r . R ) d R .  
Since the first term in this expression must vanish due to the 
orthogonality of the electronic eigenfunctions, the transition matrix 
element can be written (ignoring rotation): 
The transition probability from the initial to the final state is 
therefore proportional, to the square of the matrix element: 
Probability « |jY* f(r,R)|ZPe|Yj g(r,R)dr|2 (7) 
xijr<,f(R)\,i(R)dR|? 
where |jf* ^^R)Yy |(R)dR|^ is the Franck-Condon factor. 
The direct photoionization cross section at a particular energy is 
proportional to the sum of Eq. 7 over all available initial and final 
states : 
"'iflf'e.f''^K)l5PelVe,i(r,R)dR|2tjAf_f(R)T,,i(R)dR|2 (8) 
Relative values of the cross section are recorded as a function of 
energy in a PIE curve. The manifestation of direct photoionization as 
a step function behavior near the threshold behavior of PIE curves has 
been discussed previously in more detail by Ng^® and Ono.^^ 
20  
Autoionization 
The removal of an electron from an atom or molecule which does 
not involve a transition directly into the continuum is known as 
autoionization. Autoionization is the result of configuration inter­
actions of a discrete state with ionizing continuum states which are 
either degenerate or nearly degenerate in energy with the discrete 
state. 
The theory of the interaction of one discrete state and one continuum 
has been developed by Fano.^®'^^ Beginning with a discrete state ip and 
a set of continuum states a new state fs written as a linear 
combination of ^ and the Tg,: 
Vg = a^ +jrdE'bE,WE, . (9) 
where a and b are determined by the following constraints; 
(41H|*) = 
= Vg, (10) 
(YE!'|H|Yg,)= E' 6(E".E') 
Solution for the coefficients a and b yields: 
- sinA 
ttV 
(11) 
E 
b  i  =  Zl! — +  ( , o s A 6 ( E - E ' )  ( 1 2 )  
^ wVg E-E' 
where A is the phase shift in at large r due to configuration inter­
action and is equal to 
21  
A = -arctan (13) 
F(E) = pJdE'lV^.I^ (14) 
E-E' 
With these coefficients, the resonance energy of the state is -
E=E^fF(E), meaning it is shifted from the energy of the original 
discrete state by a function F(E). Further, the state ^ is diluted 
through a continuum of states Tg,,forming a set of stationary states 
Yg of energy E = E^^^ + F(E) which have a profile corresponding to a 
resonance of half width ^IVgl . This means that if the state could 
be prepared at some instant, it would decay with a half-life of 
%/2n|Vg|2. 
The matrix element representing the excitation of some initial 
state i to the state can be written as (Yg.|T|i) where T is some 
operator suitable to the excitation mechanism. Using the form of Yg 
given by equations (9), (11), and (12), 
E-E' 
and can be thought of as the pseudodiscrete state formed by the con­
figuration interaction. 
This result reveals a marked energy dependence of (YglTji) near 
= ;v* (44T|i)sinA + iy*P^dE'Vg, sinA 
where 
(15) 
(16)  
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E = + F. While sinA is an even function centered at E = E^ + F, 
cosA is an odd function, causing the contributions from ($|T|i) and 
.(Vg|T|i) to interfere with opposite phase on one side of E = E^ + F, 
and with the same phase on the other. 
The square of this matrix element represents the probability of 
a transition to the state. By introducing the variables 
e = E-E^-F(E) = E-E^-F (17) 
TT|Vg|^ 1/2T 
and 
q  =  ($ |T | i )  
nVc* (Yr |T | f )  (18) 
'E  \ 'E i  
where q is the Fano line shape parameter, the probability of the 
transition to Wgcan be written; 
| ( *e |T |1 ) |2  =  K^ ITM) !^  [1  +  (q^ -HZqe j / l -e^ ] .  (19)  
I ( fp |T |1 ) |  ,  which  i s  propor t iona l  to  the  photoabsorp t ion  c ross  sec t ion ,  
is plotted as a function of wavelength for various values of q in 
Figure 4. Typically, lines of high q are sharply peaked, while lines 
of q values of less than two are highly asymmetric. As q approaches 
zero,the resonance will appear as a dip in the spectra known as a 
window resonance. 
Fano extended this treatment to the interaction of one discrete 
state with several continua.The treatment begins with N continuum 
states at a given energy. Linear combinations of the N states are 
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A 
Figure 4. Resonance line shapes of r = 1 8 at 900 8, where 
equals (a) 10.0, (b) 1.0, and (c) 0.1. Points 
plotted every .1 8 
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taken, forming a new set of N states. Of the N new states, one state 
interacts with the discrete state and the N-1 other states form a set 
of background states which are unaffected by the discrete state. 
While these states are adequate for the description of the excita­
tion process, there is no simple relationship linking them to the final 
observable states which result from the excitation. For example, in 
this treatment there would be no simple relationship between the eigen-
states of the photoabsorption process and final states having a well-
defined energy for the residual ion and the kinetic energy of the 
ejected electron, as are observed in autoioriization. 
48 Starace solved this problem by writing the desired final states 
of a total energy E in terms of a linear combination of the eigenstates 
of the excitation process: 
|0|^,E>= Z ^Y%,E)X%(K) (20) 
where |0|^> is the observed state of channel K, the X are the indices 
of the excitation eigenstates, and the represent the coefficients, 
determined subject to the condition that the amplitude for all outgoing 
spherical waves in channels other than K vanish. The matrix element 
of the excitation from some state i to the final observed state was 
found and squared. The result, written in terms of the variables used 
by Fano*^ is: 
l«'KlTl'>l\otal 
~ continuum (21) 
1 + 
25 
x{e^+2e[qRec((viE)+Ima{yE)] + [U2qIma(uE)-2Rea(yE) + q^+1 |a(yE) |^J} 
The expression a(yE) represents the fraction of the dipole amplitude that 
passed through the only eigenchannel which interacts with the discrete 
state. 
AO 
Eland ethave given this equation in a more intuitive form; 
2 
[(qG-l)tws*K-(q+G)sin*K])] (22) 
where ~ I l\otal = Channel K Cross Section 
^cK ~ I 'continuum " Continuum Cross Section in Channel K 
= resonance cross of Channel K 
and (f)|^ is a phase angle difference. 
In photoionization efficiency measurements without coincident measure­
ment of the kinetic energy of the ejected electron, single channels of 
decay from the pseudodiscrete state are not observed. At a particular 
photon energy, all ions of the desired mass, m, are measured regardless of 
the number of channels, K, producing them. Therefore, the observed partial 
cross section is actually 
"m = "K-
where m denotes the ions of mass m. Eland et al.*^ has written this 
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expression in terms of Eq, 22; 
-2 |^'''^p|^ag|^(cos(|>|^-q sin^^J 
-2eE^'"^a^l^(q cos(j)|^-sin(j)|^) (25) 
= \ + BmS 
where 
= cross section of fragment m, 
= cross section of the background continuum, 
\ = (q2+l)E<"''pKc;^K-2E<™'pK<r^lç(cos4iK+q 510*%). 
=m = ^'"'pk^ck'" c°s*K.s1n*K). 
Since p|^, a|^, and q contain no factors dependent on e, the 
asymmetry of the resonant behavior in Eq. 24 is contained within the 
e/e^-1 terms, as was the case in Fano's original treament.^® For a 
given resonant state, the resonance energy and line width is the same 
in all observed channels of decay; these values are the same as those 
observed for photoabsorption. This makes it possible to find the 
resonance energy by a simple parameterization procedure. 
Given the resonance energies and the Rydberg equation^®'^^'^^ 
where 
X = the resonance wavelength, 
h = the principal quantum number, 
6" = the quantum defect, 
R = the Rydberg constant 
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the Rydberg structure in the PIE curves of molecular ions and ionic 
fragments can be analyzed. The details of this treatment have been 
given in part by Fano,*^ Berkowitz,^® and others.^®'®® 
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SECTION I. 
MOLECULAR BEAM PHOTOIONIZATION 
STUDY OF HgClg 
29 
ABSTRACT 
High resolution (0.14 8 FWHM) photoionization efficiency (PIE) 
data for HgClg have been obtained in the region 730-1100 X using an 
oven-type supersonic beam source. The ionization energies of the 
spin-orbit states and were determined to be 11.380+0.003 
and 11.505±0.003 eV, respectively. The major fragment ions observed 
in the region 600-1300 X are HgCl*, Hg^ and Cl^ having appearance 
energies of £ 11.041, 12.594+0.018, and 16.721±0.032 eV, respectively. 
The latter value allows the calculation of the bond dissociation energy 
for HgCl to be 21.1+2.2 kcal/mol. This study further revealed members 
of autoionizing Rydberg series converging to the ^0^.5^2 ^^^+3/2 ±1/2 
states of 16.715+0.003 and 18.65 eV, respectively, which exhibit 
highly asymmetric Beutler-Fano line profiles. The comparison of the 
PIE curve for Hg^ from Hg and those for HgClg and its fragments 
unambiguously shows that autoionizing Rydberg series resolved in this 
study can be assigned to transitions [(5d)^° -+ 
C(5d)®0gW»TTg'» =0^5/2] "P and CfSd)^» [(5d)90g2ay 
^^u^^g* ^0+3/2 +1/2^ np, n > 6, which are mainly associated with the 
mercury atom in HgClg. 
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INTRODUCTION 
PhotoÎQriization mass spectrometry Is a versatile and accurate 
method for obtaining thermocheifiical data for gaseous molecules. Because 
of the relative simplicity in the construction of sample introduction 
systems for gases having high vapor pressures at room temperature, the 
preponderance of the photoiohization studies done to date have been of 
th.ts kind J Due to complications involved in working at high tempera­
tures, photoionization mass spectrometric studies of samples which are 
solid at room temperature are relatively scarce. 
In the main body of previous photoionization work on high tempera­
ture vapors, the overwhelming majority has been performed using effusive-
2-7 
oven sources. ' The higher temperatures required to volatize the 
sample materials will increase the rotational and vibrational popula­
tions of the subject molecules in comparison with those at room tempera­
ture. Therefore, the hot-band effects are expected to be more severe 
in high temperature experiments than in the studies of volatile compounds. 
In view of the efficient relaxation of the rotational and low-frequency 
O 
vibrational excitations of molecules in a supersonic expansion, it 
is highly desirable to couple the supersonic molecular beam method 
to photoionization studies of high-temperature vapors. Although most 
of these vapors are extremely corrosive in nature, with proper selection 
of oven materials, it is possible to construct reliable supersonic 
molecular beam sources for many of these high-temperature systems. We 
believe that molecular beam photoionization studies of high temperature 
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compounds is a fruitful research area. Since only moderate tempera­
tures are required to vaporize the mercury halides, HgXg, X = CI, 
Br, and I, they were chosen to be the first system for study in this 
direction. 
The study of the mercury halides is also motivated by the current 
interest in the vacuum-ultraviolet and ultraviolet chemistry of these 
9-12 
compounds. Mercury monohalides HgX are potential candidates for 
1 Q 1 ? 
efficient high-power visible lasers. Lasing has been achieved 
by using electron beam,^®'^^ electric discharge,^® and photodissocia-
20 21 tion * of the parent mercury dihalides as the pumping methods. In 
electron impact and electric discharge of the mercury dihalides, it 
is likely that ionic species will play a role in the kinetics for 
the formation of the excited lasing state of HgX. Thus, photoioniza-
tion data for the mercury dihalides should be relevant to the detailed 
characterization of the kinetics and optimization in performance for 
the mercury halide laser systems. 
The prominent structure resolved in the PIE curve for Hg^ from 
22 23 . Hg ' was attributed to autoionizing Rydberg series corresponding 
to excitations of inner shell 5d electrons of Hg to np, n ^ 6, Rydberg 
orbital s. Since one expects that the 5d orbitals, especially the 
5d^2^2 and Sd^^ orbitals of Hg in HgXg only play a minor role in the 
bonding of the mercuric halides and remain mostly atomic in nature, 
the Rydberg transitions 5d -»• np, n ^ 6, should also be manifest as 
prominent structures in the photoabsorption spectrum of HgXg. Whether 
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tfiese transitions will appear as autotonizîng features in the PIE 
curves for HgXg and its fragment tons depends on the interactions of 
the discrete np Rydberg orbital s with continuum states of HgXg and 
HgXg. The extent of these interactions can be proved by the line 
shapes of the autoioriizing Rydberg series,^*"38 it should be 
interesting to compare the Beutler^fano profiles^^~^® of the autoioni-
zation structure resolved in the PIE curves for Hg^ from Hg and that 
for HgXg. 
The electronic structures of HgXg have been studied previously by 
photoelectron spectroscopy.An earlier study of the fragmenta­
tion of this system by electron impact ionization was reported by 
Kiser et al_.^^ This report presents the results and an analysis of the 
photoIonization experiment on HgClg. Photoionization efficiency (PIE) 
data on HgBrg and Hgig will be discussed in a separate publication.^® 
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EXPERIMENTAL 
The experimental arrangement and procedures are similar to those 
described previously.Briefly, the apparatus consists of a window-
less 3-m near normal incidence VUV monochromator (McPherson 2253 M), 
an oven supersonic beam production system, a capillary discharge 
light source, and a quadrupole mass filter for ion detection. The 
grating employed in this study was a Bausch and Lomb 1200 lines/mm 
MgFg coated aluminum grating blazed at 1360 X. Either the hydrogen 
many-lined pseudocontinuum or the helium Hopfield continuum was used 
as the light source depending on the wavelength region desired. 
The HgClg used in this study was obtained from Fisher Scientific 
Company. It was 99.99% pure and was used without further purification. 
The major ions observed in the region 600-1150 8 are HgClg, HgCl*, 
Hg*, CI*. Within the sensitivity of this apparatus, no CI g ions 
were found. Fragment ions, HggClg and HggCTg from (HgClgjg were also 
observed. However, the intensities of these ions were too low for 
the measurements of their PIE spectra. Since the mass of the (HgClg)^ 
ion is beyond the mass range of our quadrupole mass spectrometer, its 
intensity could not be probed. After the operation of the oven source 
for about 10 hrs from a fresh sample charge, the measured spectrum 
for Hg* was found to resemble the PIE curve for Hg* from Hg. In 
order to avoid the accumulated effect of mercury due to the thermal 
dissociation of HgClg, the PIE curve for Hg* from HgClg was recorded 
immediately after a reloading of the oven. 
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The PIE curves for HgClg, HgCl*, Hg^ and Cl^ from HgClg 
obtained by using an optical resolution of 1.4 A (FWHM) in the region 
^620-1100 X are shown in Figs. 1(b), 1(c), and 1(e), respectively. 
These spectra were taken and plotted at intervals of 0.5 X with the 
exception of the curve for Cl^, which was taken and plotted at inter­
vals of 1 X. The high resolution (0.14 A FWHM) PIE data for HgClg 
0 
in the regions, 1030-1100 and 735-995 A, which are shown in Figs. 
2(a), 2(b), and 2(c), were accumulated at intervals of 0.1 A. The 
standard deviations for PIE data achieved in this experiment are in 
g e n e r a l  < ±  5 % .  
All of the PIE spectra presented here are based on a minimum of 
two reproducible scans.. The wavelength scales were calibrated by 
48 
using known atomic resonance lines or Hg emission lines when the 
' Hg pseudocontinuum was used. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
0 
The analysis of the 584 A photoelectron spectra (PES) of HgXg 
shows that these linear, symmetric molecules have an orbital sequence 
of ••• ^^4 ^^4, Upon ionization from the four valence 
orbital s, the ionic states formed are the ^^i/2g* ^^3/2u' 
^^l/2u' ^%u' ^^g states. The removal of an electron from the 
full 5d" shell of the mercury atom gives rise to the ^Dgyg and 
+ 3Q 
states for Hg . Eland points out that the interactions of the 
latter states with the molecular field in HgXg are similar to that 
expected of a weak field Stark effect. The ^Dgyg state should be split 
into three components of equal statistical weight, ±5/2, ±3/2., ±1/2, 
and the state should be split likewise into ±3/2 and ±1/2. 
The designation of the states for HgClg will follow those used by 
Eland.39 
The ionization energies (lEs) for states of HgClg determined by 
photoelectron spectroscopy^^"** are indicated in the PIE curve for 
HgClg in Fig. 1(b). No apparent structure correlating to the onsets 
of these states can be seen with the exception of those for the 
^'^^3/2g ^^l/2g states where sharp step-like features were found. 
0 
The positions of these two steps were located at 1089.5 and 1077.7 A 
0 
with an uncertainty of ±0.3 A in the high resolution PIE curve for 
HgClg [Fig. 2(a)]. Therefore, the lEs of the and 
states were determined to be 11.380+0.003 and 11.505±0.003 eV, 
respectively, yielding a value of 0.125±0.004 eV for the spin-orbit 
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splitting of the state. These values were found to be in good 
on 
agreement with those reported by Eland. The magnitude of the spin-
orbit splitting is characteristic of the atomic orbital involved. The 
fact that the spin-orbit splitting for the states is very close to 
that of the chlorine atom (0.11 eV)^^ indicates that the states of 
HgClg mainly involve the chlorine atoms. The sharp onsets for the 
spin-orbit states observed here and in the PES for HgClg also show 
that the ground state of HgClg probably has a linear geometry similar 
to that of HgClg. 
The tailing structure found below the IE of HgClg can be 
attributed to the hot band effects. A break or a change in slope was 
clearly evident between this tailing structure and the rapidly rising 
onset for HgClg. Since the rotational quanta for HgClg are small and 
the PIE curve represents the integrated curve for the ionization 
from all the available rotational states, the effect of high rotational 
excitation should give rise to a smooth exponential tail at the 
threshold if a Boltzmann distribution is assumed.The observed 
deviation of the threshold from exponential decay is consistent with 
the expectation that the rotational relaxation in the supersonic 
expansion is efficent and that the rotational temperature for HgClg 
attained at the photoionization region is much lower than the nozzle 
temperature. From the sharpness of the onsets for the ^ 
^Ill/2g stBtes, the rotational temperature for HgClg was estimated to 
be o-SB K. Hence, the finite photoion yield below the IE is due mainly 
39 
to vibrational hot band effects. It is known that the relaxation in 
the supersonic beam for vibrational excitations is less effective than 
51 that for rotational excitations. The rapid expansion of a jet results 
in nonequilibrium between the transiational, rotational, and vibrational 
degrees of freedom. The vibrational temperatures for the v-j , Vg, and 
modes, which have the frequencies of 363, 75, and 413 cm"\ respectively, 
should be different. From the ratio of the height of the first step 
to that of the vibrational hot bands measured in Fig. 2(a), the vibra­
tional temperature for the Vg mode was estimated to be 100 K. 
Three vibrational progressions were resolved in the PIE curve for 
HgClg [Figs. 1(b), 2(a), and 2(b)]. The positions and analysis of 
these progressions ara summarized in Table I. The average vibrational 
separationAVgy for Progressions I, II, and III was found to be 238, 
1  C O  
390, and 289 cm~ , respectively. According to optical selection rules 
and by comparing these values with the vibrational frequencies for 
52 HgClg in the ground electronic state, these vibrational progressions 
probably correspond to the excitation of the v-j symmetric vibrational 
mode of these autoionizing Rydberg states. The observation of long 
vibrational progressions also reveals that the geometries of the states 
involved are quite different from that of the ground state of HgClg and 
might have a bent configuration. 
To assist in the assignment of the autoionization structure observed 
in the PIE curves for HgClg and its fragment ions, we have compared them 
40 
Table 1. Progressions of absorption bands of HgClg 
Progression I Progression II Profession III 
v(cm~^) Av(cm"b v(cm~b Av(cm"'^ ) v(cmr^) Av(cm"b 
(±10 cm"b (±50. cm"^) (±120 cm""' ) 
93889 95950 107339 
238 417 300 
94127 96367±12 107639 
240 392 291 
94367 96759±12 107930 
241 376 303 
94608 97135 108233 
234 378 294 . 
94842 97513 108527 
108787 
260 
AVav =238 Av.,, =390 
a V  
=289 
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with the PIE curve for Hg from atomic mercury [shown in Fig. 1(a)] 
measured with an optical resolution of 1.4 X (FWHM). The latter 
spectrum, which was obtained in a separate study concerning the 
photoionization study of mercury clusters, was found to be in excellent 
99  po 
agreement with those reported previously. ' Two of the prominent 
autoionizing Rydberg series [(5d)®(6s)^ "P> and 
[(5d)9(6s)2 ^Dgy^np, ®P°, which converge to the and 
states of Hg*, respectively, are also indicated in the figure. The 
lEs for the 'D^5/2,i3/2,i,/2 and ^0^3/2,41/2 states of HgClJ are 
blue-Shifted by approximately 2 eV with respect to those for the ^Dgyg 
and ZQgyg states of Hg*, respectively. These shifts are due to the 
stronger electron withdrawing character of the. chlorine atoms in 
comparison with the mercury atom in HgClg. The difference in electro­
negativity between CI and Hg is expected to give rise to a net positive 
charge at Hg and thus greater binding energies for electrons in the 
5d shell of Hg in HgClg. 
Contrary to the sharp peak-like structures found in the PIE curve 
for Hg* from Hg, autoionization features resolved in the HgClg spectrum 
exhibit highly asymmetric and dip-like line profiles. The separation in 
energy between the pronounced structure at 838.42 8 (14.79 eV) in the 
HgClg spectrum [Fig. 1(b)] and the peak at 944 X (13.13 eV) correspond­
ing to the Rydberg level, [(5d)^(6s)^ ^Dgyg] 7p, ^P°, of Hg is 1.66 eV. 
This value was found to be close to the difference (1.88 eV) between 
the IE of the ^D+5/2 state of HgClg (16.72 eV) and that of the 
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state of Hg^ (14.84 eV). As was mentioned earlier, since the ^D+5/2 
state involves electrons in the Sd^z _^2 and 5d^y orbital s lying in a 
plane perpendicular to the molecular axis of HgClg, which are only 
slightly perturbed by the ligand field, one expects to find similar 
Rydberg transitions originating from these orbital s in HgClg. Thus, 
the structure at 838.42 8 was fit to the Rydberg equation using the 
IE of ^D+5/2 the convergence limit. This gives a value of 2.655 
for the effective principal quantum number n* of this autoionizing level 
as compared to n*=2.821 for the [(5d)*(6s)2 7p, ^P°, atomic 
Rydberg level. Assuming the principal quantum number n for both levels 
is 7, one obtains the quantum defects 6 equal to 4.34 and 4.18 for the 
molecular and atomic Rydberg levels, respectively. The slightly larger 
6 values for Rydberg levels in HgClg can also be explaindd by the de-
shielding of the Rydberg electron and increase in the effective positive 
charge of Hg in HgClg induced by the strong electron withdrawing nature 
of the chlorine atoms. By using similar 6 values, several weaker 
resonance structures resolved in Figs. 1(b) and 2(c) were identified 
as members, n=8, 9, and 10 of the same Rydberg series converging to the 
^0^.5/2 state. The strength of these resonances diminishes rapidly with 
the increase of the principal quantum number. This observation is in 
accordance with the prediction that the width of each resonance is 
proportional to n*' . The analysis of this Rydberg series, which is 
called series I here, is summarized in Table II. Since all autoionizing 
features have highly asymmetric line profiles which are the results of 
43 
0 
Table II. Rydberg Series of HgClg observed in the region 620-1100 A 
E(n) (éVL 
* 
n (p) 
Series I Series II 
n 6 
6 Ml.763 (1054 8) 
13.117 (945.25 X) 1.569 4.431 
7 14.788 (838.42 S) 
16.646 (744.84 X) 2.658 2.606 4.342 4.394 
8 15.709 (789.24 8) 3.679 
* # e 
4.321 
9 16.095 (770.34 A) 4.686 4.314 
10 16.294 (760.94 X) 5.687 4.313 
Series 
limit 
IE(^D,5/2) 
16.715+0.003 
IE(^D±3/2,±l/2) 
18.653 
. . . . . . 
^Reference 39. 
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configuration interactions, the resonance energies needed for term 
series analysis in this paper were obtained by a fitting procedure 
to be described below. The identification of higher members of series 
I allows us to deduce a more accurate value for the IE of the ^D+5/2 
state. The value of 16.715±0.003 eV determined in this study is in 
excellent agreement with that obtained by Eland. Assuming the 5 value 
for the n-6 member to be equal to that of the n=7 member, the position 
of the 6p Rydberg level is calculated to be 1054 8 (11.762 eV). The 
broad peak-like structure in the vicinity of 1050 R observed in the PIE 
+ 
curve for HgClg is most likely related to the 6p Rydberg level. 
The other prominent structure in the PIE curve for HgClg is the 
dip located at 945.25 8 (13.117 eV). This dip is superimposed on a 
strong, broad peak and was found to be blue-shifted by 2.13 eV relative 
to the strong peak at 1129 K (10.98 eV) in the Hg"*" spectrum [Fig. 1(a)]. 
If one uses arguments similar to those discussed above, because this shift 
is close to the separation (1.94 eV) between the IEs of the ^D+3/2,±l/2 
states (18.65 eV) of HgClg and that of the state (16.71 eV) of 
Hg''", the asymmetric dip at 945.25 8 can be attributed to a member of a 
Rydberg series converging to the ^D+3/2 +1/2 state. Including this 
feature, only two members of this series (series II) are recognizable 
in the spectrum of HgClg. The. resonance energies of these members are 
also listed in Table III. The values for the quantum defects of 
series i and II were found to decrease gradually as the principal 
number Increases. The observed trend for 6 îs consistent with the 
fact that the electron in a high Rydberg orbital is less penetrable to 
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Table III. Resonances in the PIE curve for HgClg 
Resonances r(eV) q EqC8) 
6P(^D±3/2,+l/2) 0.022 0.94 945.25 
7p(2D+5/2) 0.016 0.88 838.42 
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the ion core than that in a lower member of the same Rydberg series. 
The good fit attained for series I and II by comparing autoionizing 
features in the PIE curves for HgClg and Hg^ from Hg show that series I 
and II can be assigned to transitions 
[(5d)"ag2ay27r^Vg'»] -> [(SdjScgZayZny^ng^ \5 /Z^  "P and 
[(SdiSOgSo^Zny^ng^ '^^3/2,±1/2^ "P' " ^ 
respectively, which are associated mainly with the mercury atom in 
HgClg. 
This study has not identified autoionizing Rydberg structures 
corresponding to transitions from the 5d orbitals to f orbitals of Hg 
in HgClg. The weakness of these structures can be rationalized by the 
observation that the 5d + nf autoionizing Rydberg features found in 
the PIE curve for Hg^ from Hg are much weaker than those originating 
from the 5d •> np transitions. 
An attempt was made to fit the resonance profiles using the Fano 
line shape formula 
a(E) '0*0 * geq-1) (1) 
^ ^ 1 + 6= 
where e = (E-EQ)/(r/2), Eq is the energy of the resonance after pertur­
bation by the continuum, r is the width of the resonance, q is the 
shape parameter, and and 0^ show the strength of the resonance and 
the continuum, respectively. The validity and limitation in physical 
significance of the fitting to resonances observed in molecular photo-
ionization according to Eq. (1) has been discussed extensively by Eland 
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S3 
et aT_. and will not be substantiated here. In accordance with 
theory and the empirical anc^lysis of resonances resolved in other 
to 
linear triatomic molecules, the values for Eg and r  derived by fitting 
a resonance to Eq. (1) should be the same, irrespective of the ioniza­
tion channels. Since only the PIE curve for HgClg has been obtained in 
high resolution, the 7p and 6p levels converging to the ^D+5/2 and 
^D^3/2 +yy2 states, respectively, were chosen for careful fittings. 
The other members of the same series are expected to have the same shape 
parameter provided the resonances observed arise from effectively single, 
noninteracting resonances. The values for Eq, r, and q obtained for 
the YpC^D+gyg) and levels are listed in Table III. 
Taking the width r to be a measure of the lifetime through the uncer­
tainty relationship, the lifetime for the and 6p(^Q+3/2 +I/2) 
levels are estimated to be -vlO"^^ s. 
Table IV lists the relative intensities of the ions observed in the 
region 600-1050 X at 50 % intervals. The Hg^ ion is the strongest frag­
ment. The low intensity observed for Cl^ is partly due to the fact that 
the measurements made here are in the threshold region of CI*. In this 
wavelength region, the total intensity of the fragment ions constitutes 
less than 35% of the HgCl2 parent ion. 
The positions of the resonances for series I and II listed in 
Table II were used to correlate structures observed in the PIE curves 
for HgCl* and Hg*. In general, the correlations are satisfactory. The 
origin of some new features resolved in the PIE spectra for HgCl* and 
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Table IV. Relative intensities of the fragment ions from HgCl2 
X (X) KHgCl'^j/KHgClg) lCHg'^)/lCHgClJ) I(.Cl"^)/I(.HgCl+) 
1050 0.0038 • 1 • . . . 
1000 0.0037 • • t . . , 
950 0.0145 0.0378 . . . 
900 0.0169 0.0366 . . . 
850 0.0354 0.0495 . . . 
800 0.0276 0.0454 . . . 
750 0.0575 0.0823 . . .  
700 0.0546 0.1741 0.0039 
650 0.0596 0.2287 0.0308 
600 0.0668 0.2422 0.0423 
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Hg"'" in the regions close to 700 and 740 S are not known. The shapes of 
the resonances that appear in the HgCl* and Hg^ spectra are different 
from those found in the HgClg spectrum. Although careful fittings of 
the resonances observed in the HgCl and Hg spectra have not been 
carried out, the peak-like appearance of the structures show that the 
shape parameters, q, for these resonances are greater than one. The 
larger q values for resonances found in the weaker fragment channels 
than that in the HgClg channel are in agreement with the conclusion 
arrived at in a systematic examination of resonances found in the PIE 
C O  
curves for other linear molecular ions and their fragments. This 
observation has also been rationalized by Eland et al. 
The PIE for HgCl* was found to decrease dramatically in the region 
0 
955-975 A. Weak signals persist beyond the IE of HgClg. The value 
of 1123 X (11.04 eV) indicated in Fig. 1(c) is just the upper bound 
for the appearance of HgClt The structures appearing in the region 
975-1100 8 in the HgClg and HgCl* spectra are almost identical. Since 
the photoionization sampling region is situated in a chamber maintained 
at a vacuum of ~5 x 10" Torr, secondary collisional effects should be 
small. If the weak signals were due to secondary collisional effects 
+ 0 
and the HgCl formed at wavelengths shorter than ~960 A can be attrib­
uted to the reaction 
HgClg + h) > HgCl"^ + CI + e" (2) 
the relative intensities measured at the regions below and above ~960 X 
should vary as the background pressure at the photoionization region 
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changes. The PIE curves for HgCl* observed in this region at different 
oven temperatures and carrier gas pressures were found to bear the same 
relative intensities. Therefore, we believe that secondary processes 
are not responsible for the formation of HgCl* in this region. We note 
that the PIE curve for HgCl* at energies below the IE of HgClg displays 
peak-like structures. If the other fragment involved in the HgCl* 
channel at energies below the IE of HgClg is CI, the reaction can be 
visualized as a two-step process: 
HgClg + hv > HgClgfn) (b) , HgCl* + CI + e" (3) 
Step 4(a) represents the formation of excited HgClg in some high 
Rydberg levels followed by a unimolecular dissociation to form HgCl* + 
CI + e" in step 4(b). The feasibility of process (4) below the IE of 
HgClg would also imply that the interaction between HgCl* + CI in the 
ground state is repulsive. To the author's knowledge, dissociation 
processes which involve three particles such as reaction (4) have not 
been observed previously. The other possible process which may be 
responsible for the formation of HgCl* below the IE of HgClg is the 
ion-pair process 
HgClg + hv > HgClgfn) > HgCl* + CT (4 )  
In an electron ionization study by Kiser et they reported that 
no negative ions observed were identified as being formed in ion-pair 
processes. The positive identification of the process for HgCl* forma­
tion near the threshold has to await future studies. 
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Assuming the rapidly decreasing structure in the region 955-975 A 
to be the threshold region of Reaction (2), an upper bound for the 
appearance energy (AE) of HgCl* by Reaction (2) is estimated at ~975 X 
(12.72 eV). By using the latter value, together with the known values, 
-34.Oil.5 and 28.52±0.03 kcal/mol^^'^^ for the heats of formation for 
HgClg and CI at 0 K, respectively, the heat of formation for HgCl* is 
calculated to be ~231 kcal/mol. 
The AE for the formation of Hg^ from HgClg was determined to be 
12.59+0.02 eV (984.5 A). This value is in excellent agreement with 
the calculated thermochemical threshold (12.58+0.2 eV) from known 
thermodynamical data^^'^® from the reaction 
HgCl2 + hv > Hg^ + Clg + e" (5) 
As shown in Fig. 1(e), the AE for the Cl^ formation from HgClg was 
found to be 16.72+0.07 eV (941.5±3 X). Assuming the neutral fragment 
involved is HgCl, the latter value, along with known thermochemical 
data for Cl^ (AH^g = 328.7+0.5 kcal/mol)®^ and HgClg, allows the 
calculation of a value of 22.8±2.2 kcal/mol for AH!^g(HgCl). This value 
is also in agreement with the literature value [AH^^fHgCl) = 19.7+2.3 
kcal/mol].Using AH^g(HgCl) determined in this study and the known 
AH^Q(Hg) (15.41+0.15 kcal/mol)®^ and AH^q(CI), the bond dissociation 
energy for HgCl was deduced to be 21.1±2.2 kcal/mol, which was found 
to be consistent with those reported previously. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
The energetics of the photoionization and photodissbciative ioniza­
tion processes of HgClg determined in this study are summarized and 
compared with those reported previously in Table V. With proper 
optimization of experimental conditions, we have successfully operated 
a supersonic oven source for HgClg and obtained high resolution PIE 
data for HgClg and its fragments. Although the study of the fragmenta­
tion processes from HgClg dimers has not been included here because 
of the limitation in the mass range of our mass spectrometer, the 
photoionization study of dimer and clusters of metal compounds syn­
thesized in a supersonic expansion is a potentially useful method to 
obtain energetic and bonding information for metal cluster compounds. 
Table V. Summary of photolonlzatlon data for HgClg 
Ion AE or IE (eV) Process 
HgClgfX^ngygg) 
HgClgf^n^ygg)  
HgClgt^D+gyg) 
HgCl* 
Hg* 
C1+ 
11.38±0.003* 
11.37b 
11.5045±0.003® 
11.50^ 
16.71510.003® 
16.72^ 
<12.72® 
'b 
12.0610.26^ 
12.59±0.020® 
16.72+0.030® 
I7.7+O.3C 
HgClg + hv > HgClgCX^ngygg) + e 
HgClg + hv > HgCl^X^Ki/gg) + 
HgClg + hv > "9012(^0+5/2^ + e' 
HgClg + hv > HgCl + CI + e' 
HgClg + hv > Hg + Clg + e 
HgCl2 + hv > Cl^ + HgCl + e' 
This work. 
^Reference 39. 
'Reference 45. 
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SECTION II. 
MOLECULAR BEAM PHOTOIONIZATION STUDY 
OF HgBrg AND Hgig 
59 
ABSTRACT 
Photoiom'zation efficiency (PIE) data for HgBrg and Hgig and their 
fragment ions have been obtained in the region 600-1350 S using an 
oven-type supersonic beam source. The ionization energies (IE) for 
the ^^n3/2g states of HgBrg and Hgig were determined to be 10.560±0.003 
and 9.5088±d.0022 eV, respectively. The analyses of the Rydberg 
series converging to the states of HgBrg and Hgig yield a value 
of 10.8846+0.0012 eV for the IE of the state of HgBrg and 
10.1953±0.0025 eV for that of Hglg. The major fragment ions from 
HgBrg were identified to be HgBr^\ Hg*, Brg, and Br"*" and those from 
Hgig were found to be Hgl , Ig, and I . The measured appearance 
energies for HgBr* and Hgl* allow the calculation of the bond dissocia­
tion energies for HgBr* and Hgl* to be 55±2 and 59±1 kcal/mol, 
respectively. Similar to the observation in the PIE curves for HgClg 
and its fragment ions, the PIE spectra for HgBrg, Hgig and their 
fragment ions are dominated by autoionization structures exhibiting 
asymmetric Beutler-Fano line profiles. The comparison of the PIE curves 
of HgClg, HgBrg, Hgig, and Hg* from Hg confirms the previous conclusion 
that these autoionizing Rydberg series can be assigned to transitions 
[(5d)iOag20y:ny4ng4] ^ [(5d)90g20y:ny4ng4 %5/2^ "P [(5d)i°Gg2ay 
[(5d)90g:0y:ny4ng4 =0+3/2,11/2] "P' " - which are mainly 
associated with the mercury atom in HgXg, X = CI, Br, and I. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The electronic structures of the mercuric halides, HgXg, X = CI, 
1 C  Br, and I, have been studied by photoelectron spectroscopy. An 
early electron impact study of HgXg was reported by Kiser et in 
1966.^ Extensive investigations concerning the photoabsorption, photo-
fragmentation, and emission processes induced by irradiating the mercuric 
halides with, vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) and ultraviolet (UV) light were 
performed over fifty years ago mostly by Terenin® and Wieland.®*^® 
The current interest^in the understanding of the UV and VUV 
chemistry of HgXg is motivated by the development of the mercury 
halide lasers. 
All the previous photoabsorption and photofragmentation work on 
HgXg was limited to wavelengths longer than 1500 X. Recently, in our 
laboratory, in an effort to obtain high resolution photoionization 
on 
spectra of higher temperature vapors. Linn ethave determined the 
relative cross sections for the formations of HgClg, HgCl*, Hg*, and 
Cl^ from HgClg in the region 600-1300 X. From the measured appearance 
energies (AE) of HgCl and HgCl*, they have been able to estimate the 
bond dissociation energies of HgCl and HgCl*. This report presents 
the results and analysis of a similar study on HgBrg and Hglg. The 
comparison of PIE data of the HgClg, HgBrg, and Hgig has been instruc­
tive in the assignments of Rydberg features resolved in the PIE spectra 
in the region 600-1350 X. 
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DESIGNATION OF ELECTRONIC STATES FOR Hgxj 
According to the Hel (584 K) photoelectron spectroscopic study 
of HgXg, these linear, symmetric molecules have an orbital sequence 
• • • •Sd^^CTg^ay^TTy'^ïïg'*J Upon ionization from the four valence orbitals, 
the ionic states formed are the ^^l/2g» ^^3/2u' ^^u' 
states. The removal of an electron from the full 5d" shell of the 
mercury atom gives rise to the and states for Hg*. Eland^ 
points out that since the spin-orbit splitting in Hg* is large, the 
interactions of the ^Dgyg and states with the cylindrical 
symmetry molecular field in HgXg are similar to the expected of a 
weak field Stark effect. The state should be split into three 
components of equal statistical weight, ±5/2, ±3/2,' and ±1/2, and the 
state should be split into ±3/2 and ±1/2. The designation of 
electronic states of HgXg will follow those used by Eland. 
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EXPERIMENTAL 
The experimental procedures and arrangement are similar to those 
20 91 described previously. ' Briefly, the apparatus consists of a 
windowless 3-m near normal incidence VUV monochromator (McPherson 
2253 M), an oven-type supersonic beam production system, a capillary 
discharge light source, and a quadrupole mass filter for ion detection. 
The grating employed in this study was a Bausch and Lomb 1200 lines/mm 
MgFg coated aluminum grating blazed at 1360 X. The hydrogen many-lined 
pseudocontinuum, the argon continuum or the helium Hopfield continuum 
was used as the light source depending on the wavelength region 
desired. 
20 In. principle, the oven beam source used is a two-stage oven. By 
maintaining the second stage (the nozzle) at a slightly higher tempera­
ture than that of the first stage (the main oven), a stable beam of 
HgXg could be obtained. Most of the data presented in this work were 
taken with the temperatures of the main oven and nozzle at ~470 and 
510 K, respectively. In a typical run, the fluctuation in the oven and 
nozzle temperatures was less than ±3 K as monitored with thermocouples. 
Due to the corrosive nature of the gaseous HgXg sample, the clogging 
of the nozzle became a serious problem when the oven and nozzle were 
operated at higher temperatures. To maintain the oven and nozzle at 
the lowest possible temperature for the experiment was also desirable 
in some runs to minimize the effect of thermal dissociations of HgBrg 
and Hglg. 
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The HgBrg and Hgig used in this study were obtained from Fisher 
Scientific Company and Alfa Products. Both compounds are stated to 
be >99% pure and were used without further purification. Helium was 
used as the carrier gas. The carrier gas pressure, which was main­
tained in the range of M50 to 400 Torr, was higher than the vapor 
pressure of the sample at a given oven temperature. 
The major ions from HgBrg were found to be HgBrg, HgBr^, Hg*, 
Brg, and Br^. Table I lists the relative intensities of these ions 
0 0 
observed in the range 600-1050 A at 50 A intervals. At wavelengths 
longer than 750 X, HgBr^ is the strongest fragment. However, at 
0 + 
wavelengths shorter than 650 A, Br becomes the dominate species. In 
the case of Hgig", Hgig, Hgl*, Ig, and l"*" were observed. A careful 
search for the Hg^ ion was made. The PIE curve obtained for Hg^ was 
found to be characteristic of that for the mercury atom, possibly 
produced by the thermal dissociation of Hglg. The wavelength dependence 
measurements of the relative intensities of Hgig, Hgl"*", Ig, and I* 
were not made. The branching ratio at 850 X for Hgig: Hgl*: I^: 
Ig: was found to be ~70:9;1.7:1. 
With the exception of a small section of the Brg spectrum in the 
range 600-725 X, which was taken and plotted at intervals of 1 X, all 
the low resolution (1.4 X FWHM) spectra were taken and plotted at 
0 0 
intervals of 0.5 A. The high resolution (0.14 A FWHM) spectra for 
XX 0 
HgBrg and HgIg were taken and plotted at intervals of 0.1 A. The 
standard deviations for PIE data obtained in this experiment are in 
general better than ±10%. 
Table I. Relative intensities of the fragment ions from HgBrg 
Hh IfHgBr+i/ItHgBrg) I(Hg+)/I(HgBr2) KBrJ/KHgBrg) KBr'^/KHgBrJ) 
1000 0.019 0,013 » t 4 
950 0.059 0.018 0.002 
900 0.114 0.022 0.007 
850 0.105 0.023 0.005 
800 0.138 0.048 0.004 0.002 
750 0.145 0.090 0.005 0.010 
700 0.130 0.158 0.006 0.092 
650 0.129 0.158 0.007 0.160 
600 0.250 0.185 0.016 0.320 
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All of the PIE spectra presented here are based on a minimum of 
two reproducible scans. The wavelength scales were calibrated by 
22 
using known atomic resonance lines or Hg emission lines when the 
Hg pseudocontinuum was used. 
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RESULTS AND DATA ANALYSIS 
Mercuric Bromide 
HgBrg 
Figure 1(a) shows the PIE curve for HgBrg in the range 600-1200 X 
obtained using a wavelength resolution of 1.4 X (FWHM). The high 
resolution (0.14 K) data in the ranges 1035-1190 8 and 695-995 8 
obtained using the argon and helium Hopfield continua, respectively, 
as the light sources, are plotted in Figs. 2(a), 2(b), and 2(c). The 
lE's for the electronic states of HgBrg in this region determined by 
photoelectron spectroscopy^ are indicated by arrows in the PIE curve 
for HgBrg in Fig. 1(a). No apparent structure correlating to the 
onsets of these states can be seen with the exception of that for the 
f \ j  
3 / Z g  stBtG where a sharp steplike feature was found. The position 
of this step was located at 1174.1 % with an uncertainty of 0.3 X in 
the high resolution PIE curve for HgBrg [Fig. 2(a)]. Accordingly, 
the IE of the X^n3/2g was determined to be 10.560+0.003 eV. This 
value was foiind to be slightly lower than that reported by Eland.^ 
The tailing structure found below the IE can be attributed to 
vibrational hot band effects. Similar to the observation in the high 
resolution PIE spectrum for HgClg, a break or change in slope is 
clearly evident between this tailing structure and the rapidly rising 
+ 20 
onset for HgBrg. As was pointed out previously, the observed devia­
tion of the threshold from exponential decay is consistent with the 
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Figure 1. PIE curves for (a) HgBrg, (b) HgBr*, (c) Hg*, (d) Brg, and 
(e) Br* in the region 600-1200 X 
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Figure 2. PIE curves (0.14 8 FWHM) for HgBrJ in the regions (a) 1037-1190 8, (b) 840-995 8, 
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expectation that the rotational temperature for HgBrg attained at 
the photoionization region after the supersonic expansion is much 
lower than the nozzle temperature (~510 K). From the sharpness of 
f\j 
the onset for the X^IIg^gg state, the rotational temperature was 
estimated to be ^35 K. 
Instead of a sharp steplike structure found at the IE for the 
^ITygg state of HgClg,^® only a small kink can be seen [Fig. 1(a)] 
at the onset of the state of HgBrg. The high resolution 
spectrum for HgBrg [Fig. 2(a)] reveals autoionizing features in the 
region between the onsets of the and ^n^ygg states. The 
observed positions (v^^g) of these autoionizing Rydberg structures 
were found to be in excellent agreement with the positions (v^^) 
calculated by the Rydberg equation 
where R and m are the Rydberg constant and the nominal principal 
quantum number, respectively. The observed and calculated positions 
of this series are compared in Table II. The maximum deviation of 
from Vgbs is less than 10 cm"\ Since the convergence limit, 
87990+10 cm"^ (10.8846±0.0012 eV) was found to be close to the vertical 
IE (10.96 eV)^ for the ^n^ygg state obtained by Eland, it was assigned 
to be the adiabatic IE for the ^n^gg state of HgBrg. 
Two vibrational progressions were resolved in the high resolution 
PIE curve for HgBrg [Fig. 2(b)]. The positions of these autoionizing 
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Table II. Rydberg series converging to the ^n^/2g threshold of HgBrg 
= 87990 -
(m-0.809)' 
n Vobs(cm'b(.±10cm"^) 
10 86685 (1153.6 S) 
11 86934 (1150.3 S) 
12 87116 (1147.9 X) 
13 87252 (1146.1 8) 
14 87367 (1144.6 S) 
15 87451 (1143.5 X) 
86691 
86934 
87114 
87252 
87359 
87445 
IE(:ni/2g) = 87790 ± cm' -1 
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Rydberg vibrational levels are listed in Table III. The average 
vibrational separations Av,,, for Progression I and II were found to AV 
be 176 and 200 cm"\ respectively. According to optical selection 
23 
rules, these vibrational progressions probably correspond to the 
excitation of the symmetric stretching vibrational mode of the 
autoionizing Rydberg states. We note that the frequency (229 
of the v-j mode of HgBrg in the ground electronic state is slightly 
higher than the values of Av^„. 
aV 
Except for minor details, the PIE curve for HgBrg is very similar 
X 20 
to that for HgClg. Rydberg structures observed in the PIE spectrum 
for HgBrg were found to be red-shifted by ~0.3 eV with respect to the 
corresponding structures appearing in the HgClg spectrum. The red-
shift of ~0.3 eV is approximately equal to the corresponding differences 
between the lEs of the ^D+5/2 ^nd ^D+3/2 +1/2 states of HgBrg and 
those of HgClg. Therefore, using similar arguments to those discussed 
previously, these Rydberg structures were assigned to members of 
Rydberg series converging to the ^D+5/2 (16.40 eV) and ±1 /2 
(18.34 eV) states of HgBrg. Analysis of these Rydberg series, which 
are called series I and II here, are summarized in Table IV. 
Most of the autoionizing features exhibit highly asymmetric Beulter-
pc pc 
Fano line profiles ' which are the results of configuration inter­
actions. When possible, the resonance energies listed in Table IV 
were determined by a fitting procedure used previously by Eland et al 
to parameterize resonances observed in PIE curves of some linear 
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Table III. Progressions of absorption bands of HgBrg 
Progression I Progression II 
V (cm"^) Av (cm"^) V (cm'T) Av (cm'T) 
(±11 an"b (±12 cm"^) 
102986 
180 
104307 
196 
103166 
171 
104503 
. 197 
103337 
180 
104700 
231 
103517 
173 
104931 
187 
103690 105118 
209 
# # # 105327 
179 
105506 
^^av 
= 176 
^^av 
= 200 
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Table IV. Rydberg series converging to the ^D+3/2 +1/2 
limits of HgBrg 
E(n) (eV) 
*c H n(p) 
Series I Series II 
n* 6° 
6 Ml.719 (1059 %) ~1.70 4.30 
12.93 (959 %) 1.59 4.41 
7 14.498 (855.2 X) 2.678 4.322 
16.29 (761 8) 2.58 4.42 
8 15.404 (804.9 %) • 3.702 4.298 
9 15.780 (785.7 X) 4.699 4.301 
10 15.978 (776.0 H) 5.700 4.300 
11 16.092 (770.5 8)® 6.68 4.32 
12 16.165 (767.0 if 7.66 4.34 
Series 
l imit  
IE (:Dt5/2) 
= 16.397+0.003 
(^0^3/2,11/2) 
= 18.34b 
The positions of these two resonances were determined by peak-
line structures observed in the PIE curves for HgBr+ and Hg+. 
^Reference 1. 
^Effective principal quantum number. 
^Quantum defect. 
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triatomic molecular systems. The assignment of the principal quantum 
number (n) for these Rydberg levels follows from the conclusion of 
+20 the analysis of photoionization data for HgClg and will be discussed 
in a later section. The resonance energies for the members, n = 6, 
of series I and II were only estimated by their peak positions. 
Members n = 11 and 12 are not evident in the PIE curve for HgBrg. 
The positions of these two resonances were determined by peaklike 
structures observed in the PIE curves for HgBr^ and Hg^. The precise 
identification of higher members, n = 7,8,9, and 10 of series I allows 
the deduction of a more accurate value for the IE of the ^D+5/2 state 
of HgBrg. The value of 16.397±0.003 eV determined in this study is 
in excellent agreement with that obtained in a photoelectron spectro­
scopic study.^ 
MqBr+ 
The PIE curve for HgBr^ from HgBrg in the region eoo-lioo % 
obtained using a wavelength resolution of 1.4 8 is shown in Fig. 1(b). 
The positions of autoionizing resonances (Table IV) identified in the 
PIE curve for HgBrg were used to correlate the structures appearing 
in the HgBr* spectrum. The correlation was found to be excellent. 
However, other than a diplike line profile found at the n = 6 member 
of series II, all the resonances have sharper peaklike profiles than 
those observed in the HgBrg spectrum. 
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The AE for HgBr"*" from HgBrg was determined to be 1045±3 X 
(n.86±0.03 eV). Assuming the reaction 
HgBrg + hv > HgBr* + Br + e' (2) 
to be responsible for the formation of HgBr* and by using the known 
values for the heats of formation of HgBrg CAH°^g(HgBr2) = 16.07±2 
kcal/mol]42 and Br [AH°^Q(Br) = 28.20+0.07 kcal/mol]*^, the AE of 
HgBr* determined here makes possible the calculation of a value for 
AH°fo(HgBr^) of 229±2 kcal/mol,^^ Since AH°^g(HgBr^) is equal to the 
sum of the IE and the heat of formation of.HgBr [AH®^g(HgBr) = 27.6±9 
kcal/mol] , a value for the IE of HgBr was estimated to be 8.73±0.39 eV. 
Using the known value for the heat formation of Hg^ [AH®^g(Hg^) = 
256.1+0.23 kcal/mol]*4, AH°^g(Br), and AH°^Q(HgBr*), the bond dissocia­
tion energy of HgBr*[DQ(HgBr*)] was deduced to be 55±2 kcal/mol 
(2.39±0.09 eV). 
Ha! 
The PIE curve for Hg^ from HgBrg in the region 600-1070 A obtained 
. using a wavelength resolution of 1.4 R (FWHM) is shown in Fig. 1(c). 
As in the PIE curve of HgBr*, autoionizing features observed in the 
Hg* spectrum also have peaklike appearances. In general, these 
structures seem to be weaker than those found in the PIE curve for 
HgBr*. 
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The AE for Hg^ from HgBrg was determined to be 1046±3 8 
(11.85+0.03 eV). This value was found to be in good agreement with 
the thermochemical threshold (11.80±0.09 eV) for the process 
HgBrg + hv » Hg"*" + Brg + e" (3) 
calculated by using the known values of AHo^gfHgBrg) and 6H°^g(Hg*). 
Since the fragmentation of HgBrg to form Hg"*" + Brg is likely to be 
preceded by the ionization of HgBrg, this observation may mean the 
activation energy for the unimolecular decomposition of HgBrg to form 
Hg"*" + Brg is zero. 
The thermochemical threshold for the process 
HgBrg + hv * Hg* + 2 Br + e' (4) 
is 14.25 eV (870 %). This process may be responsible for the dramatic 
increase in PIE for Hg^ at wavelengths shorter than 'v^lO 8. 
!i 
The Brg ion is the weakest fragment ion from HgBrg. The PIE 
curve for Brg in the region ^600-1000 H obtained using a wavelength 
resolution of 1.4 % (FWHM) is shown in Fig. 1(d). The autoionizing 
features appearing in the Brg spectrum are similar to those observed 
in the PIE curve for HgBr^. • The rise in the threshold of Brg is very 
gradual. At approximately 985 X (12.59 eV), the Brg signal was found 
to drop within the noise level. Thus, the upper bound for the AE of 
Brg from HgBrg was determined to be 12.59 eV. This value is slightly 
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higher than the themiochemical threshold (12.34±0.09 eV) for the 
process 
HgBrg + hv • Br* + H + e" (5) 
calculated by using known thermodynamical data for Br^lAHo^ofBrg) = 
253 kcal/mol]**, Hg,and HgBrg. 
We note that an abrupt rise in the PIE for Brg at ~925 % was 
found to coincide with the IE of the state of HgBrg. A similar 
observation was also found in the PIE spectrum for HgBr*. In view of 
the observation that there seems to be no autoionizing structure in 
the vicinity of the step at ~925 8, this feature can be taken as 
evidence that the formations of HgBr* and Br^ are more favorable when 
HgBrg ions are prepared in the state. This interpretation is con­
sistent with the previous conclusion that the orbital of HgBrg has 
some bonding character.^ 
Br"*" 
Figure 1(e) shows the PIE curve for Br^ from HgBrg in the region 
600-850 A obtained using a wavelength resolution of 1.4 8 (FWHM). 
There are two possible processes which can produce Br*: 
HgBrg + hv > HgBr + Br"*" + e", (6) 
and 
> Hg + Br + Br* + e". (7) 
The thermochemical thresholds for processes (6) and (7) are 14.93+0.4 eV 
(830+21 8) and 15.62±0.09 eV (793+5 8), respectively. Due to the 
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gradually rising threshold behavior of the Br^ ion, the AE of Br^ 
0 (822±10 A) determined here is likely to be an upper bound. Nevertheless 
the experimental AE of Br^ from HgBrg is within the limit of uncertainty 
of the thermochemical threshold for process (6). When the AE of 
Br^ and the known values for AH^^gCBr"*") and AHo^^fHgBrg) are used, a 
value of 31.1+4.7 kcal/mol was calculated for AH°^Q(HgBr). This value 
is also in agreement with the literature value [AH°^Q(HgBr) = 27.6±9 
42 kcal/mol]. Using AH°^Q(HgBr) determined in this study and AH°^g(Br) 
and AH°^g(Hg), the bond dissociation energy for HgBr was deduced to be 
0.54±0.20 eV. At higher energy, process (7) may also contribute to 
the formation of Br^. We note that the rapid rise in PIE for Br^ at 
~750 X coincides with a sharp decrease in yield for HgBr*. It is 
likely that process (7) is a two-step process 
HgBrg + hv > HgBr* + Br + e' > Hg + Br + Br* + e" . (8) 
The energetics for the fragment channels from HgBrg determined in 
this study are summarized and compared with values obtained in 
previous studies in Table V. 
Mercuric Iodide 
Hgig 
. 0 
Figure 3Ca) shows the PIE curve for Hgig in the region 600-1350 A 
obtained using a wavelength resolution of 1.4 % (FWHM). The IEs for 
+ 1 the electronic states of Hgig determined by photoelectron spectroscopy 
are marked by arrows in the PIE spectrum for Hglg. Similar to the 
Table V. Summary of photoionization data for HgBrg 
Ion AE or IE (eV) Process 
HgBrgXx^ngygg) 10.560+0.003 HgBrg + hv + HgBr^YB^ngygg) + e' 
10.62® 
HgBrgC^ii^^gg^ 10.8846±0.0G12 HgBrg + hv HgBrgC^n^^gg^ + e' 
10.96* 
HgBrgC^D^g/gî 16.397±0.003 HgBr^ + hy -> HgBrJC^D^gygî + e' 
16.40* 
HgBr^ 11.83+0.03 HgBr^ + hv ->• HgBr* + Br + e" 
12.09b 
Hg"^ 11.85+0.03 HgBr + hv -> Hg+ + Brg + e" 
+ Br^ 12.59±0.03 HgBrg + hv -> Brg + Hg + e~ 
HgBrg + hv -> HgBr + Br* + e' Br* 15.08±0.18 
16.7^ 
^Reference 1. 
^Reference 7. 
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Figure 3. PIE curves for (a) Hgig, (b) Hgl*, (c) Ig, and (d) I* in the region 600-1350 8 
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observation in the PIE spectrum for HgBrg, a sharp steplike feature 
and a small kink were found at the onsets of the and ^^^l/2g 
states, respectively. The high resolution (0.14 8 FWHM) PIE spectrum 
for Hgig obtained in the region 600-1350 8 does not reveal any addi­
tional structures other than those already resolved in the low resolution 
spectrum. The high resolution (0.14 8 FWHM), PIE curve for Hgig near 
the threshold (1215-1310 A) obtained using the argon continuum as the 
"v + 
light source is shown in Fig. 4. The IE for the X^n^/gg state of HgIg was 
determined to be 1303.9±0.3 A (9.5088±0.0022 eV) which is consistent with 
that reported previously.^ 
The autoionization peaks appearing in the region between the 
onsets of the X n^ygg and l/2g stst^s are associated with members 
of a Rydberg series converging to the state. The best fit to 
the positions of these peaks can be represented by the Rydberg equation: 
= [82230 - B—_] cm-T. (9) 
(m-0.37)^ 
Table VI lists the observed peak positions (v^^^) and predicted 
positions (V|^) according to Eq. (9). The positions of the two lower 
members, m = 6 and 5, as marked in Fig. 3(a) and 4 were calculated by 
using Eq. (9). The analysis of this Rydberg series gives a more accur­
ate value for the IE of the state of Hglg. The value of 
10.1953+0.0025 eV (82230+20 cm"^) determined here for the IE of the 
^Ilygg state for HgIg is slightly higher than that obtained by Eland.^ 
10 9 8 
Hgl2+ hv ®~ 
6 5 
2 
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a 
o 
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Figure 4. PIE curve (0.14 Â FWHM) for Hgig in the region 1215-1310 À 
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Table VI. Rydberg series converging to the threshold of Hgig 
= 82230 - 5 
(m-0.37)2 
Vobs'cm'l) 
7 
8 
9 
10 
79713 (1254.5 X) 
80366 (1244,3 %) 
80755 (1238.3 8) 
81037 (1234.0 8) 
79733 
80345 
80756 
81046 
IE(:n,y2g) = 82230±20cm"1 
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The general profile and structure observed in the PIE curve for 
Hgig are very similar to those found in the PIE curves for HgClg and 
HgBrg. The analysis of Rydberg series I and II converging to the 
^D^5/2g state at 15.99 eV and ^0+3/2 +]/2 states at 17.91 eV, respec­
tively, is summarized in Table VII. The resonance energy (880,2±0.1 
for the member n = 7 was located in a high resolution spectrum for 
Hglg. The members n = 8 and 9 of series I and n = 7 of series II seem 
to appear as broad window resonances in Fig. 3(a). With the exception 
of the resonance energy for the n = 7 member which was determined by 
fitting its resonance profile to the Fano line profile formula as 
described previously,all the other positions of resonances 
listed in the table are estimated by either the maximum or minimum 
depending on whether the resonance exhibits a peaklike or diplike 
profile, respectively. The IE for the ^0+5/2 state of HgIg as deter­
mined by the convergence limit of series I (15.988±0.020 eV) is consist­
ent with that measured previously by photoelectron spectroscopy.^ 
Hgl+ 
X 0 
The PIE curve for Hgl from Hgl2 in the region 600-1180 A obtained 
by using a wavelength resolution of 1.4 A (FWHM) is shown in Fig. 3(b). 
Similar to observations in the HgCl* and HgBr* spectra, most of the 
autoionization structures resolved in the PIE curve for Hgl* have 
peaklike line profiles instead of appearing as window resonances in the 
PIE curve for the parent Hgig ion. The nature of the two broad peaks 
Ideated at the higher and lower energy sides of the resonance associated 
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Table VII. Rydberg series converging the and +1/2 
limits of Hgig ' 
E(n) (eV) 
n(p)  *b 
Series I Series II 
n* 
6 Ml.322 (1095 A) ~1.708 ~4.292 
12,639 (981 h 1.607 4,393 
7 14.086 (880.2 X) 2.675 4.325 
15.906 (779.5 X) 2.606 4.394 
8 14.983 (827.5 8) 3.681 4.319 
9 15.364 (807 h 4.671 4.329 
10 15.566 (796.5 S) 
• . • • 
5.680 4.320 
Series 
limit 
IE (=0,5/2) 
15.988+0.020 
IE (=0+3/2, 1/2) 
17.91^ 
^Reference 1. 
^Effective principal quantum number. 
*^Quantum defect. 
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with the member n = 7 at 880.2 % is not known. Similar structures 
were observed in the PIE curves for HgCl*,^^ HgBr*, Br^ and other 
fragment ions, Ig and which will be discussed below. 
The AE for Hgl* from Hgig was determined to be 1140±5 8 (10.88+0.05 
eV). Assuming the Hgl* ions are produced by the reaction 
Hgig + hv) • Hgl++I + e' (10) 
near the threshold, the latter value, along with the known values for 
AH°fo(Hgl2)(-2.353±0.5 kcal/moland AH°^q(I) (25.63+0.01 kcal/mol 
allows the deduction of a value of 222.9±1.2 kcal/mol for AH°^g(HgI^). 
By subtracting the value for AH®^g(HgI) (33.18+1.1 kcal/mol)*^ from 
AH°fo(HgI^), the IE of Hgl was predicted to be 8.23±0.07 eV. By using 
known values for AH°fQ(HgI*), AH°^.Q(Hg^), and AH fQ(I). a value of 59±1 
kcal/mol (2.55+0.04 eV) was also calculated for the bond dissociation 
energy of Hgl*. 
II 
The PIE curve for Ig from Hgig in the region 600-1190 8 obtained 
using a wavelength resolution of 1.4 R (FWHM) is shown in Fig. 3(c). 
Autoionizing peaks associated with the n = 6 members of series I and 
II were found to be the dominate structures. The AE for the formation 
of Ig from HgIg was determined to be 1155±3 8 (10.73+0.03 A). The 
value is slightly lower than the thermochemical threshold (10.83 eV) 
for the reaction 
Hgig + hv > Hg + Ig + e" . (11) 
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This discrepancy is partly due to the uncertainty in the IE of Ig 
and partly due to finite vibrational hot band effects in this study. 
i: 
Figure 3(d) shows the PIE curve for I^ in the region 600-1000 % 
obtained using a wavelength resolution of T.4 % (FWHM). The AE for 
the formation of I^ from Hgig was determined to be 945+3 8 (13.12+0.04 
eV) which is in excellent agreement with the thermochemical threshold 
(13.10+0.05 eV) for the process 
Hgig + h) • Hgl + 1+ + e" . (12) 
Using the AE for l"*" and known values for AH°^g(Hgl2), AH°^g(I*), 
AH°^g(Hg) and AH''^g(I), the bond dissociation energy for the Hgl was 
calculated to be 0.32+0.06 eV which is also consistent with the 
literature value.^5-47 
Table VIII summarizes the energetics of fragmentation processes 
determined in this study. Some values obtained by other techniques 
are also included in the table for comparison. 
Table VIII. Summary of photoionization data for Hgig 
Ion AE or IE Process 
HglgCX^Hj^gg^ 9.5088±.0022 Hgig + hv Hgl^U^ïïg^gg) + ® 
9.50® 
HgI^X=ni/2g) 10.1953±.0025 Hgig + hv Ngl^X^n^/gg) + e 
10.16® 
HglgC^Dis/g) 15.988±0.020 Hgig + hv HglJ( D gyg) + e 
15.99® 
Hgl* 10.88+0.05 Hgig + hv Hgl* + I + e 
ll.3iO.4b 
Ig 10.73±0.04 Hgig + hv Ig + Hg + e 
I* 13.12±0.04 HgIg + + I + Hgl + e 
15.5±0.4b 
^Reference 1. 
bReference 7. 
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DISCUSSION 
Spin-Orbit Splitting of the State of HgXg 
Since the energy of the Hg 6p orbîtals is considerably higher 
than that of the 6s orbital, the highest occupied molecular orbital 
of HgXg is expected to resemble the molecular orbital of a diatomic 
halogen at large internuclear distance. Therefore, the spfn-orbit 
splitting for the ^lig state of HgXg should be characteristic of the 
halogen atoms. The theory of spin-orbit interaction in molecules has 
48 been summarized by Van Vleck. A simple approximation was reported 
49 previously for the diatomic halogens, Cornford et al. show that by 
neglecting differential overlap and two-center integrals, the spin-
orbit splitting for a diatomic halogen is roughly equal to two-thirds 
of the free,atom value. The values for the - ^^1/2 splitting 
50 in chlorine, bromine, and iodine are 0,11, 0.46, and 0.94 eV, 
respectively. Thus, the values for the spin-orbit splittings of 
HgClg, HgBrg, and Hgig predicted by this approximation are 0.07, 0.31, 
and 0.63 eV, respectively. The latter values are in agreement with 
experimental values for the spin-orbit splittings of the states 
of HgBrg (0.325±0.003 eV) and Hgig (0.687±0.003 eV), whereas the 
experimental value for HgCl^ (0.125+0.003 eV) is higher than the 
predicted value. 
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Series I and II 
Converging to the ^0+5/2 
and +1/2 States of HgXg 
Prominent structures resolved in the PIE curve for Hg^ from Hg 
were attributed to autoionizing Rydberg series corresponding to 
excitations of inner shell 5d electrons to np, h ^ 6, Rydberg orbi-
tals.^^'^^ Linn et a]_.^^ point out that since one expects that the 
5d orbttals (especially the 5d^2_^2 and Sd^^ orbitals) of Hg in HgX2 
only play a minor role in the bonding of the mercuric halides and 
remaiin mostly atomic in nature, Rydberg transitions similar to those 
observed in Hg should be manifest as prominent structures in the 
photoabsorption spectra of HgX^. As a result of the stronger electron 
withdrawing character of the halogen atoms in comparison with that 
of the mercury atom, binding energies for electrons in the 5d shell 
of Hg in HgX2 are greater than those of the mercury atom. Therefore, 
Rydberg transitions originating from the 5d orbitals in HgX2, if 
observable in the PIE curve of HgXg and its fragment ions, should be 
shifted by approximately the difference in binding energies of the 5d 
electrons in HgXg and Hg. In a comparison of the PIE curve for Hg* 
from Hg and that for HgClg, Linn etfound a close correspondence 
between Rydberg structures observed in the Hg* and HgClg spectra. 
Members of autoionizing Rydberg Series I of HgClg were found to be 
blue-shifted by ^1.7 eV with respect to corresponding members of the 
autoionizing series [(5d)9(6s)^2Dgy2] "P» of Hg, and these shifts 
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are approximately equal to the difference (1.9 eV) between the IE of 
the ^D+5/2 state of HgClg and that of the state of Hg"^, 
Similarly, members of autoionizing series II of HgClg are blue-shifted 
Q 2 by 2 eV relative to corresponding members of the series [(5d) (6s) 
^Dg/g] np, *P°, of Hg, and these shifts are also close to the separation 
(1.94 eV) between the lEs of the +i/2 states of HgClg and that 
of the state of Hg*. This observation has led Linn etto 
conclude-that Series I and Series II can be assigned to transitions: 
[(5d)iOOg:ay:ny4ng4] + [(SdiSOg^Oy^ny^ng^ np and 
[(5d)'°0g:0u'ny\,^»] [(5d)'(lgV„'Ti„-irg» 'D+a/g .,/;] np, 
respectively, which are mainly associated with Hg in HgClg. Figures 
3(a), 5(b), 5(c), and 5(d) compare the PIE curves for Hg* from Hg, 
HgClg, HgBrg, and Hglg. The PIE curve for Hg* from Hg was obtained 
in our laboratory in a separate study using a similar experimental 
arrangement. It is obvious that Series I and II identified in HgBrg 
and HgIg are similar in nature to those observed in HgClg and can be 
assigned to the same Rydberg transitions as in HgClg. The assignment 
of the values for the principal quantum number for members of Series 
I and II for HgBrg and Hgig summarized in Tables IV and VII is based 
on this comparison. 
Resonance Line Profiles 
The parameterization of the 7p line of Series I appearing in 
the high resolution (0.14 % FWHM) PIE curve for HgClg according to 
the Fano line shape formula^^ 
Figure 5. PIE curves for (a) Hg"^ from Hg, (b) HgClg, (c) HgBrg, and (d) HglJ in 
the region 625-1350 8 
lion / Iphoton (arbitrory units) 
• 
E6 
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"(E) = "0.+ "m ~ / /[y '  ("I  
has been reported previously.^® Here, e  = (E-EQ)/ (r /2) ,  is the 
energy of the resonance after perturbation by the continuum, r is the 
width of the resonance, iç the shape parameter for channel m, and 
and show the strength of the continuum and the resonance, 
respectively. The validity and limitation in physical significance 
of the fitting to resonances observed in molecular photoionization 
according to Eq. 13 have been discussed extensively by Eland et al 
Since only the PIE curves for HgBrg and Hgig have been obtained in 
high resolution, the 7p line profiles of Series I resolved in the 
' + + 
resolution spectra of HgBrg and Hgig were chosen for careful parameteri-
zations. At the resonance energies for the 7p levels, the intensities 
of the fragment ions from HgClg, HgBrg and Hgig only consitute 8%, 
12%, and M5% of the total intensities, respectively. The values for 
Eg, r, q^ and determined for the Tpf^D+gyg) levels of HgBrg 
and Hgig are compared with those for HgClg in Table IX. The fittings 
of the observed resonance line profiles for the 7p (^D+g/2) levels of 
HgClg, HgBrg, and Hgig by using parameters listed in Table IX are 
shown in Figs. 6(a), 6(b), and 6(c), respectively. The q^^ values for 
these resonances were found to be in the order q^^ (HgClg) > q^ (HgBrg) 
> q^ (Hgig), whereas the values for the widths r are quite close. 
Taking the widths of these resonances to be a measure of the lifetimes 
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Table IX. Resonance parameters for the Tpf^D+gyg) levels in the PIE 
curves for HgXg. X = CI, Br, and I 
Resonances n* E^cS) r(eV) 
TpfHgClg) 2.658 838.42 0,016 0.88 0.25 
ypfHgBrg) 2.678 855.2 0.012 0.81 0.33 
7p(HgI,) 2.675 880.2 0,017 0.61 0.15 
Figure 6. Theoretical fits to the resonance Itne profiles of the 
7p(^D+5/2) levels resolved in the PIE curves for 
(a)  HgClg,  (b)  HgBrg and Hgig 
lion /Iphoton 
* 1 
(arbitrary units) 
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through the uncertainty relationship, the lifetimes for the Tpf^D+gyg) 
14 levels of HgXg are estimated to be '\'10" s. 
Precise parameterizations of the resonance peak shapes of the 
7p(^D+5/2) Tsvel in the fragment curves are not possible because the 
widths of these resonances rfHgClg) = 0.9 8, rfHgBrg) = 0.7 8, and 
rfHgIg) = 1.2 X) are smaller than the instrumental resolution (1.4 % 
FWHM) used in obtaining the fragment ion spectra. Furthermore, the 
presence of broad unassigned structures near many of the resonances 
makes parameterization difficult due to the large uncertainties intro­
duced in quantifying the background continuum curves, In spite of this 
difficulty, crude estimates of the values for resonance line 
profiles of the TpfZD+gyg) levels appearing in the'fragment ions 
spectra are shown in Table X. Due to the weakness of the resonances, 
observed in the Hg^fHgBrg) and Ig spectra, the q^^ values cannot be 
determined. In a systematic examination of resonances found in the 
PIE curves for other linear molecular ions and their fragments. Eland 
et aj_.^^ found that the |q^| value was usually largest in the weakest 
channel. This conclusion is valid for the channels observed in HgClg. 
The branching ratio of HgCl^^Hg*:HgCl* at 850 8 is 28:1.4:1 where q^ is 
in the order q^^ChlgClg) < q^{Hg^) < q^tHgCl*). However, in the case 
of HgBrg, the branching ratio at 850 X for HgBr2;HgBr*:Hg:Br2 is 
201:21:5:1, a qualitative examination of the spectra reveals that the 
strongest fragmentation channel, HgBr^, has the largest q^ value. For 
HgIg, the branching ratio at the resonance energy of the TpfZD+gyg) 
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Table X. values for the resonances appearing in the PIE 
• curves for HgXg (X = CI, Br, and I) and their fragment ions 
Ions Am 
HgClJ 0,9* 
Hg+ 1.3 
HgCl* 2.2 
HgBrg 0.8* 
HgBr"^ 5.3 
Hg+ >1^ 
BrJ 1.8 
Hglg o'.6* 
Hgl+ 3.0 
l"^ 2.7 
l2 
®Based on the high resolution data. 
^Resonances are too weak for parameterization. 
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level for is approximately 65:10:1.5:1. Here, again 
the value is largest for the Hgl* fragment which is the strongest 
fragmentation channel available. The previous observation that [q^J 
is generally largest in the weakest channel does not seem to be valid 
for HgBrg and Hglg. However, a more definite conclusion has to await 
quantitative analysis of these resonances observed in higher resolution. 
Fragmentation Processes of HgXg 
Considering that the fragmentations of HgXg are preceded by 
photoiontzatîon and that the available electronic states of HgXg are 
all doublet states as those determined in photoelectron spectroscopy, 
the formations of the lowest product states of these fragmentation 
channels, HgX+(iz) + XfsPgyg), Hg+f^S^yg) + Clgf'z), + 
Hg(^SQ), and X^C'Pg) + HgX(^E) ,  obey the spin correlation rule. This 
consideration is consistent with the fact that the /\Es of many of 
these fragmentation processes were found to be in agreement with their 
known thermochemical thresholds. When the thresholds of the formations 
of ngX^X^z) + XfzPgyg)' X = CI, Br, and I, are not known, the spin 
correlation rule also supports the identifications of the experimental 
AEs to be the thermochemical thresholds for the lowest product states. 
20 In the photoionization study of HgClg, Linn et |fj_. found that 
weak HgCl* signals persist below the IE of HgClg. The AEs for HgBr* 
and Hgl* were found to be well-behaved here and have values above the 
lEs of HgBrg and Hgig, respectively. Since the HgClg, HgBrg, and 
Hgig experiments were performed in similar experimental conditions. 
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this observation supports the previous conclusion that HgCl* ions 
observed below the IE of HgClg are not due to secondary collisional 
processes. If the HgCl* ions formed below the IE of HgClg originate 
from the ton-pair process 
HgClg + hv + HgCl+ + cr , (14) 
it is intriguing that similar processes are not observed in HgBrg and 
Hglg. A careful search for the ion^pair process (14) is needed in 
order to make a positive identification for the formation of HgCl* 
near the threshold. 
It is interesting to note that the Hg^ fragment is only observed 
from HgClg and HgBrg and not from Hgig while the Xg fragment is 
observed from both HgBrg and Hgig and not in HgClg. Assuming the 
formations of Hg + Xg and Hg + Xg from HgXg to be competing processes, 
a rationalization can be found by examining the energetics of the two 
processes in each case. 
HgClg - > Hg"^ + CI 2 AH = 28 kcal/mol (15) 
> Hg + CI 2 AH = 52 kcal/mol (16) 
HgBrg > Hg"^ + Brg AH = 29 kcal/mol (17) 
> Hg + BrJ AH = 41 kcal/mol (18) 
Hgig - > Hg"^ + Ig AH = 39 kcal/mol (19) 
> Hg + Ig AH = 30 kcal/mol (20) 
This examination seems to indicate that the lower energetic channels 
+ 4* 
are favored. In.the case of HgBrg where both Hg and Brg are observed, 
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the intensity of Hg^ is much greater than that of Brg. We are 
aware that the exclusion of the participation by other fragmentation 
channels as competing processes may not be justified. 
DQ(HgX), lE(HgX), and DgCHgX"^) 
The bond dissociation energies of HgX, D^fNgX), and HgX*, 
Do(HgX*), and the I Es of HgX determined in this study are listed in 
Table XI. Values for Dg(HgX) obtained previously by spectroscopic 
methods^®'^® and theoretical calculations^^ are also included in the 
table. The bond dissociation energies for HgCl, HgBr, and Hgl 
determined here are found to be slightly smaller than those reported 
by Wilcomb and Bernstein.Taking into account the error limits, 
they are all in agreement with those obtained by Wieland*^ and Wadt.^^ 
Because of the gradual tailing structure of the thresholds for the 
formations of X^ from HgXg, it is not surprising to find that values 
for Dg(HgX) derived from the measured AEs of X^ are lower bounds. 
The bond dissociation energies for HgCl*, HgBr*, and Hgl* are 
similar. The IE of HgX is in the order lE(HgCl) > lE(HgBr) > lE(Hgl). 
If the highest occupied orbital of HgX has strong Hg character and 
the electron in this orbital is mainly localized at Hg in HgX, the 
increase in electronegativity from I to CI is expected to increase 
the energy needed to eject the electron from the highest occupied 
orbital. A similar trend was observed previously for the lEs of 
heterogeneous diatomic halogen molecules,e.g. the lEs of Ig, IBr, 
and ICI  are found to  be in  the order  lE( ICl )  > lE( IBr)  > lEf lg) .^^  
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Table XI. Bond dissociation energies (D^) of HgX and HgX* and 
Ionization energies (IE) of HgX, X = Cl, Br, and I 
HgX Do(HgX) DoCHgX"^) lE(HgX) 
(eV) (eV) (eV) 
HgCl 0.92 ± 0.10* 
1.067 ± 0.025b 
1.04 ±0.1^ 
0.91^ 
~2.33* ~9.163 
HgBr 0.54 ± 0.20® 
0.744 ± 0.025^ 
0.712 ± 0.021^ 
0.48^ 
2.39 ± 0.09® 8.73 ± 0.39® 
Hgl 0.32 ± 0.05® 
0.387 ± 0.006^ 
0.354 ± 0.018^ 
2.55 ± 0.04® 8.23 ± 0.07® 
^Reference 20. 
^Reference 46. 
^References 45 and 47. 
^Reference 11. 
^this work. 
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SUMMARY 
The photoionization study of HgBrg and Hgig has been successfully 
carried out using the molecular beam method. This study not only has 
provided more accurate I Es for the. » ^^i/2g* ^*^+5/2 states 
of HgBrg and Hgig, it has also identified transitions corresponding 
to Rydberg series I and II of HgBrg and Hglg. The fragmentation 
processes for HgÙlg, HgBrg and Hgig are found to be similar. From 
the measured AEs for the formations of and HgX*, X = Br and I, 
bond dissociation energies for HgBr, Hgl, HgBr*, and Hgl* were 
calculated. 
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SECTION III. 
PHOTOIONIZATION STUDY OF 
COg, NgO DIMERS AND CLUSTERS 
no 
ABSTRACT 
Photoionization efficiency data for and (NgO)^ in the 
region 600-1020 X have been obtained using the molecular beam method. 
The ionization energies (IE) of (COgjg, (COg)^, (COg)^ and (NgOjg 
were measured to be 13.32±0.02 eV (930.5±1.5 A), 13.24±0.02. eV 
( 9 3 6 . 5 ± 1 . 5  S),  1 3 . 1 8 + 0 . 0 2  e V  ( 9 4 1 ± 1 . 5  8) ,  a n d  T 2 . 3 5 ± 0 . 0 3  e V  ( 1 0 0 4 ± 1 . 5  X),  
respectively. Using these values, the known I Es for COg and NgO, and 
the estimated binding energies for (COg)g and (NgO)g, the dissociation 
energies for COg'COg, (COgjg'COg, (C0g)g"C0g, and NgO^-NgO were deduced 
to be 11.8±1.0, 3.3±1.4, 2.8±1.4, and 13.1±0.9 kcal/mol, respectively. 
The ion-molecule half reaction NgO^'NgO NgOg + N was observed. The 
analysis of the photoionization efficiency curves for (COg)g and 
(NgOg suggests that electronic predissociation or direct dissociation 
might be important dissociation mechanisms for the CO^^n)'COg and 
NgO*(n)"NgO excited Rydberg dimers. 
m 
INTRODUCTION 
The change in enthalpy at ~530 K for the ion-molecule association 
reacti on 
COg* + COg < > COg • COg (1) 
has been determined to be -16..2±1.5 kcal/mol by Meot-Ner and Field^ 
using the pulsed high pressure mass spectrometric method. In a 
photoionization study of carbon dioxide using synchrotron radiation 
as the light source, Jones and Taylor^ deduced a value of ~9 kcal/mol^ 
for the bond dissociation energy for COg-COg from the measured ioni­
zation energy (IE) and the estimated binding energy for (COg)g. From 
the comparison of the latter value with that reported in Ref. 1, 
Jones and Taylor concluded the ionization onset was not the adiabatic 
IE for (COg)g. The main disadvantage of using synchrotron radiation 
as the light source in measuring the ionization onsets of clusters 
is the difficulty of eliminating the effect of refracted higher 
order vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) light. At the onset, where the ioni­
zation cross section is low, ions produced by higher order VUV 
light will make the identification of the true IE extremely difficult. 
Values for the stabilities of dimeric ions*'^ derived from 
recent photoionization experiments using laboratory discharge lamps 
as the light source are found to be in agreement with values obtained 
from equilibrium constant measurements. This indicates that the IEs 
measured for these dimers are very close to their true adiabatic I Es. 
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Since carbon dioxide cluster ions are of planetary atmospheric 
significance,® we have remeasured the stabilities of (COg)^» (COgjg, 
and (COg)*. 
Previous photoionization studies of (CSgjg,* (OCSjg,^ 
(COjg, (Ngig, (NOOg,^ and suggested that vibrational predis-
sociation is an important dissociation process for these excited 
Rydberg dimers. Due to the similarity between electronic structures 
of COg and NgO with those of CSg and OCS, the comparison of PIE 
curves for (COg)^ and (NgO)^ with those for (CSg)^ and (OCS)^ should 
provide insight into the dissociation mechanism of these excited 
Rydberg dimers. 
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EXPERIMENTAL 
The experimental arrangement and procedures are similar to those 
described previously.The grating employed in this study was 
the Bausch and Lomb 1200 l/m osmium coated aluminum grating blazed 
0 
at 1360 A. The helium Hopfield continuum was used as the light source 
throughout this experiment except at the ionization onset of (NgOig 
where the hydrogen many-lined pseudocontinuum was used. 
Photoionization efficiency (PIE) data were obtained in this study 
using 500 ym entrance and exit slits and the resolution attained was 
1.4 X (FWHM). Each PIE curve was based on at least two scans and 
prominent structures in the curve were found to be reproducible. Wave-
length calibrations were achieved using known atomic resonance lines, 
or Hg emission lines^^ when the Hg pseudocontinuum was used. 
The carbon dioxide (^99.99% purity) and nitrous oxide (>^99.99% 
purity) used in this experiment were obtained from Matheson. The COg 
molecular beam was produced by supersonic expansion through a 0.05 mm 
diameter stainless steel nozzle at a stagnation pressure of ~1000 Torr. 
The NgO molecular beam was prepared by expansion through a cooled 
nozzle (<^220 K) at a stagnation pressure of'^600 Torr. The stability 
of the nozzle temperature was maintained at better than ±3 K as 
monitored with a thermocouple. 
0 + 
Data are plotted at intervals of 0.25 and 0.5 A except for NgOg 
where part of the data is plotted at intervals of 1 H. The net count­
i n g  r a t e s  f o r  ( C O g ) g  ( a t  8 0 0  A ) ,  ( C O g ) ^  ( a t  9 2 5  A ) ,  ( C O g ) ^  ( a t  9 3 0  X),  
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(NgOjg (at 800 %), and N^Og (at 800 A) were about 5000, 160, 150, 
5500, and 30 ct/s, respectively. The counting times varied from 5 
for the dimers to 300 s for N^Og near the onsets. In general, the 
signal-to-no1se ratios obtained are <3% for (COg)^» (COg)^, and 
(NgOg* <5% for (COg)^ and (COg)^ near the thresholds, and ~5-10% 
for NgOg. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Photolonization efficiency data for COg, (COg)^» and (COg)^ in 
0 
the region 650-950 A are plotted to Figs. 1(a), 1(b), and 1(c), 
respectively. Due to the similarity of the PIE curve for (COg)^ to 
that for (COg)^, the PIE curve for (COg)^ was not shown here. The 
lE's of (COg)g, (COg)^, and (COg)^ were determined to be 13.32±0.02 eV 
(930.5±1.5 S), 13.24±0.02 eV (936.5±1.5 A), and 13.18±0.02 eV 
(941±1.5 8), respectively [Figs. 2(a), 2(b) and 2(c)]. 
12 13 Recent calculations ' predicted a staggered parallel configura­
tion for the carbon dioxide dimer with a well depth of 0.059 eV. Using 
this value and the lE's for COg^* and (COg)g, the bond dissociation 
energy for COg-COg was calculated to be 11.8±1.0 kcal/mol. Since the 
temperature of the COg sample gas is expected to be quite low after 
the supersonic expansion, this value is taken to be the negative 
enthalpy change at 0 K for Reaction (1) and compared with previous 
values in Table I. Values for the enthalpy change of Reaction (1) 
1 1 c determined by Meot-Ner and Field and J. V. Headley et ^., after con­
verting them to AH°^q using arguments similar to those used in Ref. 4, 
are found to be in good agreement with the value deduced from this 
experiment. A value of 17.6+2.8 kcal/mol for the bond dissociation 
energy of COg-COg has also been reported recently by Rakshit and 
Warneck.^® However, since the effective temperature of their measure­
ment was unknown, it is difficult to compare with other values. 
Assuming the binding energies for (COg)g'COg and (C0g)3"C0g to be 
the same as that for (COg)g, dissociation energies for (COg)^^COg, 
13.051 13.776 14.586 
eV 
15.498 16.531 17712 
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Figure 1. PIE curves for (a) COg, (b) (COg)^» and (c) (COg)^ in the region 650-950 A 
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Figure 2. PIE curves for (a) (COg)*, (b) (COg)* and (c) (COg)^ near the thresholds 
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Table 1. Bond dissociation energies of (00.)^ .'(CO.), N.O^'NO and 
NO+'NOg I'J d d 
Ion 
This work 
(kcal/mol) 
Other technique® 
(kcal/mol) 
COg•COg 11.8±1.0 13.0*1.5^ 
12.7±0.6^ 
>9^ 
17.6±2.8® 
(COgig'COg 3.3+1.4 4.811.5^ 
(COgl^'COg 2.8±1.4 —-
NgO+'NgO 13.1±0.9 — 
NO+'NgO >5 
— 
^Values of Refs. 1 and 15 have been converted to enthalpy change at 
0 K using arguments similar to those used in Ref. 4. 
^Reference 1. 
^Reference 15. 
^Reference 2. 
®Reference 16. Effective temperature unknown. 
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and (COgïg'COg were calculated to be 3.3±1.4 and 2.8±1.4 kcal/mol, 
respectively. A value of 4.8±1.5 kcal/mol for of the reaction 
COg'COg + COg (COglj deduced from the equilibrium constant 
measurement; is again found to be within the limits of error of the 
"x 
binding energy obtained for (COgjg'COg in the present photoionization 
study. 
The PIE curve for COg obtained here is consistent with that measured 
17 18 previously by Dibeler and Walker ' using similar wavelength resolu-
0 
tion. The rich autoionization structure from 685 to 790 A are most 
readily attributable to Rydberg series converging to the EfZ* state 
of COg which are labeled "sharp" and "diffuse" series by Tanaka and 
Ogawa.^^"^^ Since the photoelectron spectrum (PES)^^'^^ of the 
band shows a much larger Franck-Condon factor for the (0,0,0) •+• 
(•0,0,0) transition than the other vibrational transitions, thé "sharp" 
series at 752, 717.4, 706.9, 700.4, and 696.5 % etc., and the "diffuse" 
series at 764.7, 726.3, 710.2, 702.2, and 697.6 % etc. as shown in 
Fig. 1(a), have all been assigned to v=0. Therefore, the autoioniza­
tion mechanism for these series should be electronic rather than 
vibrational. Most of the remaining autoionization features in the PIE 
curve for COg originate from the Tanaka-Ogawa^^ series which converges 
% + 
to the ArEy state of COg. Each Rydberg member of this series 
encompasses a progression of vibrational bands with Franck-Condon 
pattern-similar to that observed in the PES of the A^IIy band. 
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The PIE curve for (COg)^ shown in Fig. 1(b) is obtained using a 
higher wavelength resolution and finer wavelength intervals than that 
2 0 
used previously. The peak at 765 A probably originates from the 
vibrational ground state of the n=3 Rydberg level of the "diffuse" 
series. The relative intensity of the peaks observed is opposite to 
2 that measured previously. We have carefully examined the pressure 
effect on the shape of the PIE curve for (COg)^. The PIE curves for 
(COg)^ obtained using a room temperature nozzle at nozzle stagnation 
pressures of MOO and 1000 Torr, and a cooled nozzle at ~246 K 
24 
operated at ~270 Torr were all found to be essentially the same as 
that shown in Fig. 1(b). Therefore, contrary to the conclusion of 
Ref. 2, we believe that contributions to the PIE curve of (COgïg from 
photodissociative ionization processes of higher clusters are not 
significant in this wavelength region. Weak structures observed 
0 
previously at 727.7 and 711. 7 A (Table 1 of Ref. 2) are also resolved 
here as marked in Fig. 1(b). The broader appearance of the peaks in 
comparison to that shown in Fig. 2 of Ref. 2 is partly due to the 
finer wavelength intervals used in this experiment, which results in 
an expansion of the horizontal scale in our plot. According to Fig. 1(b), 
it is difficult to determine the positions of these two broad peaks to 
better than ±1.5 X. The feature at ~712 % probably has contributions 
from the n=5 Rydberg states of the "diffuse" and "sharp" series. The 
much weaker Rydberg features observed in the PIE curve for (COg)^ as 
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compared to those resolved in the PIE curve for COg indicates that 
excited Rydberg dimers formed by the photoexcitation process^® 
COg-COg + hv > COgfn.v.Ji'COg (2) 
in this wavelength region are strongly dissociative. Here n, v, and J 
represent the principal, vibrational and rotational quantum numbers, 
respectively. The redistribution of internal energies from the 
initially excited moiety of the complex to the van der Waal s bond 
must eventually lead to dissociation of these excited dimers. Possible 
dissociation processes (3), (4) and (5) listed below 
C02(n,v,J)-C02 > C02(n,v,J') + COg (3) 
• COj(n,V',J) + CO2 (4) 
» COgCn',v,J) + CO2 (5) 
which involve the redistributions of rotational, vibrational and 
electronic energies are known as rotational, vibrational and electronic 
predissociations, respectively. In view of the efficient rotational 
relaxation in a supersonic expansion and the rotational selection rule 
for photoexcitation processes, one would expect process (3) to be a 
minor dissociation mechanism. Vibrationally excited Rydberg complexes,. 
CO|(n,v ^1)*C02, can be formed by process (2) involving vibrationally 
excited members of the Tanaka-Ogawa Rydberg series. Since the amount 
of energy (^0.1-0.2 eV)^® required to dissociate the excited Rydberg 
dimer is less than or of the order of a vibrational quantum of COg, 
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vibrational predissociation (4) is likely to be an important 
dissociation process. However, for excited Rydberg complexes, 
C0|(n,v=0)'C02, with one moiety of the dimer excited to members of 
the "sharp" or "diffuse" series, vibrational predissociation should 
be excluded from the consideration as an efficient dissociation 
mechanism. Therefore, following the above arguments, this experiment 
seems to suggest electronic predissociation to be a major dissociation 
mechanism of the CO^CnVCOg excited Rydberg dimers. 
27 If a potential energy barrier exists in the interaction potential 
between CO|(.n) and COg at a shorter intermolecular distance than the 
equilibrium distance between COg and COg, direct dissociation can also 
occur as a result of excitation to the side of the barrier outside 
the well region of the interaction potential for CO^^nj-COg. 
Furthermore, one needs to consider possible dissociation processes 
after autoioriization, i.e., 
G02Cn,v)"C0g > CO^Xv'i-COg + e". (6) 
If COg(v') of the dimeric ion formed by autoionization (6) is vibra-
tionally excited (v\>l), vibrational predissociation will again be a 
possible process. According to theoretical prediction,the vibrational 
energy distribution of COgCv') resulting from autoionization is 
governed by Franck-Condon factors between the vibrational level of the 
Rydberg state and vibrational levels of the ionic state. For Rydberg 
'V' + 4. 
levels converging to the and states of COg, autoionization 
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J. 'V 
will most likely give rise to COg in the .X^IIg ground state. Photo-
77 '^1 • + 
electron data for COg show that the and.B^S^ states are 
essentially nonbonding in nature, hence they are expected to have the 
same nuclear configuration. Because of the similarity between potential 
energy curves of members of the "sharp" and "diffuse" series and that 
of the state, the Franck-Condon factor for the (0,0,0) -+ (0,0,0) 
transition should be much larger than other transitions. Since the 
initially populated Rydberg levels of the "sharp" and "diffuse" series 
are mainly v=0 states, autoionization from these states will produce 
mostly vibrationless [[^(X^Hg) ions. Assuming the autoionization 
process to be unperturbed in the excited dimer, the dimeric ions formed 
by process (6) will contain little vibrational energy. Hence, vibra­
tional predissociation of C02(^^IIg,v'=0)"COg is again an unlikely 
dissociation mechanism here. For vibrationally excited dimeric ions, 
C02(X^IIg,v'^ Ij'COg, originating from members of the Tanaka-Ogawa series, 
vibrational predissociation is certainly a possible process. 
Nitrous oxide is isoelectronic with carbon dioxide, and the elec­
tronic structure of NgO* is similar to that of COg. In accordance with 
the PES OF the X^IT and states of NgO* are also nonbonding 
in nature. As shown in Fig. 3(a), Rydberg series III and iv,31-34 
which account for most of the prominent autoionization structures in 
the region 750-850 X and converge to the A^z'*^(0,0,0) state of NgO^, all 
correspond to the vibrational ground state. The general profiles of the 
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PIE curves for NgO* and (NgO)^ are quite similar except that 
structures originating from Rydberg series III and IV are almost com­
pletely unobservable in the PIE curve for (NgO)^ [Fig. 3(b)]. Based 
on the same arguments used above to explain the dissociation mechanism 
of COg^nj'COg, we again conclude that electronic dissociation and/or 
predissociation are the principal processes responsible for the dissoci­
ation of the N20*(n,v=0)'N20 excited Rydberg dimers. 
In fact, experimental observations for (NgO)^ and (COg)^ presented 
here are different from those of other linear triatomic systems, such 
as (CSgjg,* (OCSjgi and (OCS-CSg)"^.® The PIE curves for (CSg)^, (OCS)^, 
and (OCS'CSg)* show moderately resolved structures correlating to 
Rydberg states of the monomers. Autoionization structures observed 
for CSg and OCS are in general much stronger than those observed for 
NgO* and COg: this is indicative of faster autoionization processes 
in CSg and OCS than those in NgO and COg. If electronic predissociation 
is slow in comparison to autoionization, autoionization structures should 
be observed in the PIE curve for the dimeric ion. This is probably 
the case for (CSg)^, (OCS)^, and (OCS'CSg)*. In the cases of (COg)^ 
and (NgOOg, the strongly dissociative nature of CO^^nj'COg and 
"k 
NgO (nj'NgO can be attributed to faster electronic predissociation than 
associative ionization processes, such as process (6). Although 
vibrational predissociation is believed to be a major dissociation mecha­
nism for H^^n.vj'Hg,^ Ogfn.vj'Og,^ CO*(n,v)*CO, N^Xn.vj-Ng, and 
NO*(n,v)'NO,^ electronic predissociation might still play a role in the 
dissociation of these excited Rydberg dimers. 
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The IE of (NgOjg was measured to be 12.35 0.02 eV (1004 1.5 %) in 
this study. Using this value, the known IE for NgO (12.886±0.002 eV)^^ 
and the estimated binding energy (0.02 eV)^® for (NgOjg, the bond 
dissociation energy for NgO^-NgO is deduced to be 0.56±0.04 eV. The 
charge induced dipole interaction is probably not the only interaction 
term which accounts for the stability of the dimer ions. Nevertheless, 
it is interesting to note a good correlation of the bond dissociation 
energies of (CSg)^ (0.76 eV),* (OCS)^ (0.75 eV).® (SOgig (0.66 eV).^® 
(NgO)^ (0.56 eV), and (COg)^ (0.51 eV) with the polarizabilities of 
CS2(8.7x10"^W), 0CS(5.7xl0"^V), S02(3.7xl0'^V), NgOOxlO'^W), 
and 002(2.6xlO"24cm3).37 
The NgOg ion is the only ion which originates from the nitrous oxide 
dimer and has high enough intensity for the measurement of its spectrum. 
The PIE data for the N^Og fragment is depicted in Fig. 4(b) and 
compared with the PIE curve for the NO^ fragment from NgO in Fib. 4(a) 
in the same wavelength region. Similar to the observation for SgO^ 
f r o m  ( 5 0 2 ) 2 t h e  P I E  c u r v e  f o r  N g O g  w a s  f o u n d  t o  h a v e  t h e  s a m e  c u r v e  
profile as that of NO^ except autoionization structures resolved in 
the NO^ spectrum are unobservable in the N^Og spectrum. This seems to 
suggest that dissociations of NgO* and NgO^-NgO to form N0*+ N and 
NO*'NgO+N, respectively, follow the same reaction pathway, and the 
neutral moiety NgO in NgO^-NgO acts like a spectator in the fragmenta­
tion process, N20*'N20 -+ NO*'NgO + N. 
The appearance energy (AE) for the NO* formation from NgO is found 
to be at 14.73 eV (842 K)^® which is well above the thermochemical 
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Figure 4. PIE curves for (a) NO^ and (b) N^Og in the region 600-910 R 
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QQ 
threshold (14.19 eV) for the dissociative photoionization process 
NgO + hv ->• NO^ + N + e". If the formations of NO^ and NgOg indeed 
proceed via the same fragmentation pathway, the AE (14.01 eV) for 
NgOg determined here probably is not the thermochemical threshold for 
the process NgO-NgO + hv -»• NgOg + N + e. From the measured AE of 
NgOg, the thermochemical threshold for NO^ from NgO, and the estimated 
binding energy for (N20)2. a lower bound for the bond dissociation 
energy fo NO^'NgO is calculated to be 0.2 eV. 
In the photoionization study of (CSgïg, thresholds for the 
and C%g states of CSg in (CSg)^ are found to be red shifted by 
'\^.16 eV. Apparent increases in PIE for NgOg at "^23 and 713 1 can 
be seen in the NgOg spectrum. Since these features occur at approxi­
mately 0.2 eV below the thresholds for the B^n and states of 
NgO*, the positions at 713 and 623 X are interpreted as the onsets of 
the B^ll and Cfz* states of NgO* in NgO^'NgO, respectively. The onset 
for the A^Z^ state is not evident in the NgOg spectrum. This is due 
t o  t h e  n o n d i s s o c i a t i v e  n a t u r e  o f  t h e  A ^ S  ( 0 , 0 , 0 )  s t a t e . H o w e v e r ,  a  
Oj X 
red shift of eV for the A^E state was observed in the PIE curve 
for (NgO)^. 
Though autoionîzation features are not discernible in the PIE curve 
for the NgOg fragment, it is difficult to exclude completely contribu­
tions from autoioriization. Finite photoionization yields of NgOg below 
•XJ J. 
the threshold for the A^E state probably arise from vibrationally 
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% 
excited X^n ions populated by resonant autoionization processes. 
Baer et have found that approximately 10% of the autoionization 
in the region between the X^n and states can produce vibrationally 
excited X^n ions. 
In summary, the binding energies for COg'COg and (COgj^'COg deduced 
from this experiment are in agreement with values obtained previously. 
The stabilities of (COg)^» (NgO)^ and NO^'NgO are determined for the 
first time. The comparison of the PIE curves for (COg)^ and (NgO)^ 
4* + 
with those of COg and NgO , respectively, suggests that electronic 
predissociation or direct dissociation might be important dissociation 
mechanisms of the C0g(n)'C0g and NgO*(n)-NgO excited Rydberg dimers. 
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SECTION IV. 
MOLECULAR BEAM PHOTOIONIZATION STUDY 
OF CO, Ng, AND NO DIMERS AND CLUSTERS 
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ABSTRACT 
Photoionization efficiency (PIE) data for (CO)^, (Ng)^!, and 
(NOlg have been obtained near the thresholds using the molecular beam 
method. The ionization energies (IE) for (CC^g, (Ngjg, and (NOjg 
0 0 
were measured to be 13.05±0.04 eV (950 ± 3  A), 14.69+0.05 eV (844+3 A) 
and 8.736+0.002 eV (1419.2±0.3 %), respectively. Using these values, 
the known lEs for CO, Ng, and NO, and the estimated binding energies 
for (COOg, (Ngjg, and (N0)2, the bond dissociation energies for 
CO*'CO, Ng'Ng, and NO^-NO were deduced to be 0.97±0.04 eV, 0.90±0.05 eV, 
and 0.598±0.006 eV, respectively. From the analysis of the PIE 
curve for (NO)^. the lEs of (NOg to N0*(X:z+,v=l)-N0 and NO+^^'Z*, 
v=2)'N0 were determined to be 8.997±0.007 eV (1378±1 R) and 9.253±0.013 
(1340±2 X),  respectively. This measurement supports the conclusion 
+ + that the bonding of NO in NO «NO is stronger than that of NO, but 
weaker than that of NO*. The lEs for (CO)^, (Ng)^, and (N0)^_3_g 
were also measured. 
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INTRODUCTION 
One of the most accurate and commonly used methods for determining 
the binding energy between a neutral molecule A and a molecular ion 
is the pulsed high pressure mass spectrometric technique.^ This 
method generally involves the measurements of the temperature varia­
tion of the equilibrium constant (K) for the association reaction 
A + B+ < > AS"*" (1) 
From the slope of a log K vs 1/T plot, the enthalpy change (AHy) for 
Reaction (1) can be obtained. In the case when only one equilibrium 
constant is measured at a specific temperature, AHj can be deduced 
from an estimate of the entropy change for Reaction (1). 
Since the accuracy for the measurements of K requires comparable 
concentrations of A and AB , the experimental conditions are usually 
selected by raising the temperature of the ion source such that the 
forward and reverse reactions of Reaction (1) are very fast and the 
equilibrium can be attained in a reasonably short time. If the bond 
energy for AB^ is strong (>20 kcal/mol), the ion source has to be 
maintained at temperatures ^700 K in order to fulfill the above 
P 
requirement. However, as a result of the limited temperature range 
and delay times attainable with a particular instrument, this method 
is therefore only applicable to dimeric ions having relatively low 
binding energies. In a high pressure mass spectrometric study of the 
association reaction 
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co"^ + CO ;—» (CO)*, (2) 
Meot-Ner and Field^ found that equilibrium could not be reached in 
Reaction (2) at the highest temperature (695 K) and the longest delay 
times obtainable with their instrument. Their study only led to a 
lower bound for -AHggg^ for Reaction (2). 
3 It has been shown that molecular beam photoionization of van der 
Waals dimers and clusters is an excellent method for the determination 
of ion-neutral interaction potentials. Since this method does not 
suffer from the above limitation, we have performed a photoionization 
study of CO dimer and trimer. PIE data for Ng, NO dimers and clusters 
are also presented in this report. From the measured ionization 
energies (IE) for (COjg, (N2)2 and (N0)2> we were able to deduce the 
bond energies for CO*-CO, N^/N2 and NO^-NO. The photoionization 
data for (NO)^ are obtained in this experiment with higher wavelength 
resolution than that used previously.^ 
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EXPERIMENTAL 
The experimental arrangement and procedures are essentially the 
3 5 
same as those described previously. ' Briefly, the apparatus con­
sists of a 3-m near normal incidence VUV monochromator (McPherson 
2253M), a supersonic molecular beam production system, a capillary 
discharge light source, a VUV light detector and a quadrupole mass 
spectrometer for ion detection. The gratings employed in this study 
are Bausch and Lomb 1200 1/mm MgFg or Os coated aluminum gratings 
blazed at 1360 8. 
The carbon monoxide (^99.99% purity), nitrogen (>99.99% purity), 
and nitric oxide (>99% purity) used in this experiment were obtained 
from Matheson. The CO, Ng and NO molecular beams were produced by 
supersonic expansion through a 0.05 mm diameter stainless steel 
nozzle. A schematic diagram of the nozzle design was shown in 
Fig. 2 of Ref. 3. By controlling the feeding rate of liquid nitrogen 
and the input power of the heater, the stagnation temperature of the 
nozzle can be varied from >90 K to ^#00 K. During the experiments, 
the stagnation temperatures for the Ng and CO beams were kept at 
~110 K whereas that of the NO beam was maintained at ~150 K. The 
stabilities of the temperatures were found to be better than ±5 K as 
monitored with a thermocouple. In order to optimize the intensities 
of different clusters, the nozzle stagnation pressure was varied in 
the range from ~300 to MSOO Torr. 
T39 
The photoionization efficiency (PIE) curve for (NO)^ near the 
0 
threshold (1365-1425 A), obtained using an optical resolution of 
0.28 % (FWHM), is shown in Fig. 2(b). These PIE data were the 
average of four independent scans. Data are plotted at intervals of 
0.1 X. The remaining PIE curves were obtained in this study using 
500 ym entrance and exit slits so that the resolution achieved was 
1.4 A (FWHM). Data are plotted at intervals of 0.5 Each PIE 
curve was based on at least two scans, and the prominent structures 
in the curves were found to be reproducible. Wavelength calibrations 
were achieved by using known atomic resonance lines, or Hg emission 
lines® when the Hg pseudocontinuum was used. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The PIE curves for (CO)^ and CO^ are compared in Fig. 1. The 
PIE curves for (Ng)^ and Ng are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), 
respectively. The PIE curves obtained for CO^ and Ng are consistent 
7 8 
with those reported previously. ' In contrast to the rich auto-
ionization features observed in the CO"*" and Ng spectra, the 
PIE curves for (CO)^ and (Ng)^ are structureless. This observation 
suggests that after the excitation process, CO «CO [or Ng-Ng] + hv ->• 
CO* (n,v)-CO [or Ng^n,v)'Ng], the excited dimers CO*(n,v)'CO 
[or N^(n,v)'Ng] are strongly dissociative, and the reaction probability 
of forming the (CO)^ [or (Ng)g] dimeric ions by the associative 
ionization process CO*(n,v)*CO CO*'CO + e" is negligible.^ Similar 
observations are found for 0^(n,v)*0g^® and NO*(n,v)*NO^^ prepared in 
this wavelength region. 
Since the excited ionic states for CO*, Ng, NO*, and Og in this 
region have equilibrium bond distances quite different from those of 
12 their ground ionic states, Rydberg levels converging to these 
excited ionic states, which are manifested as major autoionization 
peaks in the PIE curves of these ions, are likely to be vibrationally 
excited states. Since one expects that the dissociation energies for 
these excited dimers are smaller than the vibrational energy contents 
of the ion cores, it is reasonable to believe that vibrational pre-
dissociation is the main dissociation mechanism of these vibrationally 
eV 
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Figure 1. PIE curve for (CO)^ and CO^ in the range 700-955 X 
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excited Rydberg dimers. Considering associative Ionization and pre-
dissociation to be competing processes, these observations can also be 
taken as evidence that the lifetimes for the vibrational predissociation 
processes of these excited dimers are shorter than the autoionization 
13 lifetimes of the corresponding Rydberg states. By contrast, in the 
cases of (CSgig, ArCSg,^ (OCSjg, and OCS'CSg,^* where the excited 
Rydberg levels involved are essentially nonbonding in nature, the 
ion cores of these excited Rydberg dimers are mainly in their vibra­
tional ground states. Therefore, vibrational predissociation will not 
be an efficient dissociation process for these excited Rydberg dimers. 
The relatively well-resolved autoionization features observed in the 
PIE curves for these dimeric ions seem to support the above arguments. 
As shown in Figs. 1 and 2(a), the PIE for (CO)^ and (Ng)^ 
decrease exponentially toward the ionization thresholds. The lEs 
for (COjg and (Ngjg are determined to be 13.05+0.04 eV (950±3 8) and 
14.69±0.05 eV (844+3 Â), respectively. Using these values, the 
known lEs for CO (14.013+0.004 eV)^® and Ng (15.5803 eV),^®'^^ and 
18 the estimated dissociation energies for (COjg (0.008 eV) and (Ngjg 
(0.007 eV),^® the bond energies for CO^-CO and Ng-Ng are calculated 
to be 0.97±0.04 eV (22.4+1.0 kcal/mol) and 0.90+0.05 eV (20.8+1.2 kcal/ 
mol), respectively. Because of the high degree of rotational and low 
frequency vibrational relaxation in the supersonic expansion, these 
values can be taken to be the enthalpy changes for the corresponding 
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Figure 2. PIE curves for (a) (Ngjg and (b) Ng in the range 700-855 8 
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ion/molecule association reactions at 0 K. The enthalpy change at 
~770 K for the association reaction 
Ng + Ng (Ngig (3) 
1Q has been measured previously be Payzant and Kebarle to be -22.8 
kcal/mol. From the apparent equilibrium constant measured at 695 K, 
p 
Meot-Ner and Field obtained a lower bound of <25.4 kcal/mol for 
"^^695K (2)' I" order to compare these values with the results 
of this experiment, these values have been converted to -AHq % 
using arguments similar to those used in Ref. 3. As shown in Table I, 
the bond energy for CO^-CO derived from this work is consistent with 
the estimate by Meot-Ner et al. Good agreement can also be seen 
between the values obtained here and those measured by.Chong and 
Franklin. 
The PIE curves for (00)3 and (Ng)^ have also been measured in 
this wavelength region. Since these curves are similar in shape to 
the dimer curves, they are not shown here. The lEs for (CO)^ and 
(Ng)^ were determined to be 12.91±0.04 eV {961±3 R) and 14.64±0.05 eV 
(847±3 A), respectively. Assuming the binding energies for (CO)g'CO 
and (Ng)g'Ng to be the same as those of the dimers, the binding 
energies for (CO)^\CO and (Ng)^\Ng are deduced to be 0.16+0.08 eV and 
0.06+0.10 eV, respectively. The charge-dipole interactions in CO^-CO 
and (00)2*00 are probably responsible for the slightly higher bond 
dissociation energies observed for CO^*CO and (C0)^\C0 than those for 
Ng.Ng and (Ngi^^Ng. 
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Table I. Bond energies of CO^-CO, Ng'Ng and NO*'NO 
Ion 
This work 
(kcal/mol) 
Other technique® 
(kcal/mol) 
CO+'CO 22.4±1.0 26±7^ 
>21.2^ 
20.8+1.2 27+7^ 
18.2^ 
NO+'NO 13.79+0.14 13.610.5* 
^Values of Refs. 20, 2 and 19 have been converted to enthalpy 
changes at 0 K using arguments similar to that used in Ref. 3. 
^Reference 20. 
'^Reference 2. 
^Reference 19. 
^Reference 4. 
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Figure 3 shows the PIE curve for (NO)^ in the range 1235-1425 X 
obtained using an optical resolution of 1.4 S (FWHM). As a consequence 
of improved intensity of (NOlg in the beam and higher sensitivity of 
the present apparatus, the counting rate for (NO)^ is more than two 
orders of magnitude higher than that obtained in the previous experi­
ment/ The general profile of the PIE curve for (NO)^ [Fig. 3] is in 
good agreement with previous measurements. Due to substantial improve­
ment in the signal to noise ratio a change in slope can now be seen at 
M330-1340 8. The three steps resolved in the dimer curve are quite 
gradual and extend over ~6 8. The PIE data for (NO)^ [Fig. 4(b)] 
obtained using a wavelength resolution of 0.28 8 (FWHM) seem to reveal 
finer step-like structures at the onset. Supersonic expansion has 
been known to be very effective in the relaxation of rotational and 
low frequency vibrational excitations. Furthermore, the recent 
photoionizatîon study of NO by Ono et ^ .® also suggests that the 
relaxation from the low lying state to ground state of 
NO is efficient. Therefore, it is quite possible that these structures 
might arise from the excitations of the low frequency vibrational 
modes of (NO)!- Presently, experimental set ups which will allow 
the measurements of the (NO)^ ions in coincidence with threshold 
(zero kinetic energy) electrons are in progress in our laboratory. We 
expect that the coincidence experiment will be helpful in assigning 
these step-like structures. 
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Figure 3. PIE curve for (NO)^ in the range 1235^1425 X 
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Assuming the efficient relaxation of rotational, low frequency 
vibrational, and low lying electronic excitations, the IE for (NOjg 
is determined to be 8.736±0.002 eV (1419.2±0.3 t). The uncertainty 
of this value is taken to be the largest difference of the results of 
four scans. Using this value, the known IE (9.265 eV)^^ for NO and 
the binding energy (0.069+0.004 eV)^^ for (NOjg, the bond energy for 
NO*'NO is deduced to be 0.598±0.006 eV. 
To a first approximation, one should expect the separations in 
energy of the lEs of (NOjg to NO*(%iZ:*v=0)'N0, NO'''(X^ Z*',v=l)*N0 and 
NO (X^S ,v=2)'N0 to be equal to the corresponding separations in the 
lEs of NO to N0*(%izf,v=0), N0+(Xi2f,v=l) and N0+(X'zf,v=2). In 
Fig. 3, we have shifted the positions of the onsets for NO^Xx^Z*, 
v=0,l,2,3, and 4) by 0.529 eV, which is the difference of the lEs 
for (NOjg and NO, and compared them with the structure observed in 
the PIE curve for (NO)^. This comparison clearly suggests the 
second and third steps should be assigned as the onsets for NO^(X^ f, 
v=l)'NO and N0*(X^Z*,v=2)'N0, respectively. The observation of the 
third step in the PIE curve for (NO)g does not contradict previous 
arguments concerning the efficient dissociation of energetically 
unstable NO^-NO dimeric ions. On the contrary, since the binding 
energy (0.598+0.006 eV) determined in this experiment is larger than 
the difference in energy (0.577 of the lEs of NO to NO^(X^/, 
v=2) and N0*(%^zf,v=0), N0*(%izf,v=2)'N0 is expected to be bound. We 
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note that the relative height of the third step in comparison to 
the first and second steps in (NO)^ is smaller than the relative step 
heights (or Franck-Condon factors) corresponding to the excitations 
of the X^Ê'',V=0,1 and 2 states of NO^ resolved in the PIE curve for 
NO+.S 
The I Es of (NOjg to NO+(Xizf,v=l)'NO and N0+(Xi2f,v=2)'N0 are 
determined to be 8.997±0.007 eV (1378±1 8) and 9.253±0.013 eV 
{1340±2 8), respectively. The vibrational spacings, 6v=0-l and 1-2 
are 0.261±0.008 eV and 0.256+0.020, respectively (Table II). Since 
the hot band effects would lower the values of all thresholds by 
the same amount, the values of these vibrational spacings should not 
be affected even when the relaxation of the low lying excited states is 
incomplete in this experiment. Interestingly, as shown in Table II, 
these values are found to be larger than the corresponding spacings 
in NO(X^II),^^ but smaller than those in NO^fXizf),^'^^ Since the 
ionization of NO(X^n) to form NO^(X^z'') involves the removal of an anti-
bonding electron from the tt* molecular orbital, the larger vibrational 
spacing in NO^fX^zf) than that in NO(X'^n) simply indicates an increase 
in bond strength in NO (X^Z ) as the result of the ionization process. 
Therefore, this observation supports the conclusion that the bonding 
of NO^ in NO^'NO is stronger than that of NO and weaker than that 
of NO"*". 
The PIE curves for (CO)^, (Ng)^ and (Og)^^^ near the thresholds 
are all found to tail away gradually toward their onsets. This 
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Table II. Comparison of the vibrational spacings of NO*(X^Z*,v)'NO, 
NO*(XiZ+,v) and NOfX^n) 
Av NO+(XiZ+,v)'NO NO** NO^ 
(eV) (eV) (eV) 
0-1 0.261+0.008 0.290 0.233 
1-2 0.256+0.020 0.287 0.229 
^References 5 and 23. 
^Reference 24. 
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indicates that the Franck-Condon factors for the photoionization 
from the neutral dimers to the dimeric ions are unfavorable at the 
thresholds, and the structures for the neutral dimers are possibly 
quite different from those of the dimeric ions. The relatively sharp 
onsets observed for (NO)^ can be considered evidence that the geometry 
of (NOOg is similar to that of (NOig. Infrared measurements^® reveal 
a nearly ci s rectangular configuration for (NOig in the gas phase. The 
high binding energy for the nitric oxide dimer is attributed to the 
26 
overlap of the highest occupied molecular orbital (tt*) of each NO. 
Although the geometry for NO^*NO is not known, it is reasonable to 
believe that a certain amount of overlap between the ir* orbital s of 
NO^ and NO also exists in NO^-NO. This interaction would allow NO^ 
to share the anti-bonding electron of NO. Based on this picture, one 
would expect the bond strength of NO^C^^ Z^) in (NO)^ to be between 
those of NO (X^ Z ) and NO. This expectation seems to be consistent 
with the vibrational spacings measured for NO*(X^zf\v)'NO in this 
study. 
As a result of the increase in the reduced mass, the vibrational 
frequency of NO^ is also expected to be lower in NO*'NO. However, 
since the binding between NO^ and NO is weak, this effect should be 
quite small. In the case of (NOOg which has a symmetry, the A-j 
symmetric and the asymmetric stretching modes are found to be 
0.232 eV (1870 cm~^) and 0.222 eV (1788 cm~^), respectively,^^as 
compared to a value of 0.233 eV (1876 cm"^) for the vibrational 
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frequency for NOCX^n). A precise assignment of the vibrational 
frequency resolved in this experiment will require more detailed 
experimental and theoretical studies in the future. 
Anti-bonding electrons also seem to play an important role in the 
bonding of dimeric ions. From the measured bond dissociation energies 
for C0+.C0(0.97 eV), N^^NgfO.SO eV), N0+'N0(0.598 eV), and Og-Og 
(0.42 eV), ' one can see the dramatic decrease in bond energy 
as the number of anti-bonding electrons increases. 
The PIE curve for (NO)g in the range 1415-1470 X is shown in 
Fig. 4(a). The measured IE for (NO)^ is 8.483±0.017 eV. The lEs 
for (NO)^_q_g have also been measured. These values, together with the 
lEs for (00)3 and (Ng)^, are listed in Table III. By assuming the 
binding energy of (NO)^, n=2-5, with NO to be the same as that of (NOOg, 
J. 
the solvation energies for NO by two, three, four, and five nitric 
oxides can,be calculated via the cycles shown in Fig. 
A plot of the measured lEs for (NO)^, n=l-6, as a function of 
1/n is shown in Fig. 6. In analogy to the previous analysis for the 
carbon disulfide cluster system, we find that except for a small devia­
tion of the IE for (NOjg, the correlation of the lEs with cluster size 
32 33 is consistent with the prediction of the independent-systems model. ' 
If the I Es for (NO)^, n>6 continue to decrease linearly as a function 
of 1/n, a value of ca. n^S.l eV is predicted for the bulk IE for 
nitric oxide. 
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Table III. The ionization energies (IE) for (00)% 3, {N2)2 3 and 
("0)2.6 
Ion IE (eV) 
(00)+ 13.05±0.04 
(CO); 12.91±0.04 
(Ngig 14.69±0.05 
("2)3 14.64+0.05 
N0+(XiZ+,v=0)'N0 8.736±0.002 
NO+(XiZ+,v=l)'NO 8.997+0.007 
N0+(%iZ*,v=2)'N0 9.253+0.013 
ml 8.486+0.017 
ml 8.39+0.03 
ml 3.32+0.03 
ml 8.28±0.03 
0.598 éJ 
NÔ + nNO+e 
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SECTION V. 
A STUDY OF THE ION-MOLECULE HALF REACTIONS 
> 0+^+^ + 0, m=l, 2 OR 3, 
USING THE MOLECULAR BEAM PHOTOIONIZATION METHOD 
161 
ABSTRACT 
The photoionization efficiency (PIE) curve for (Og)^ has been obtained 
in the region 650-1080 X using the molecular beam photoionization method. 
The ionization energy (IE) for (0^)2 is determined to be 11.66+0.03 eV. 
From the measured IE for (Og)^, the known IE for Og and the estimated dis­
sociation energy (0.01 eV) of (02)2» the binding energy for (02)2 is de­
duced to be 0.42±0.03 eV. Comparisons of the PIE spectra for Og and (Og)*, 
"k 
where m=2, 3, and 4 indicate that the excited dimer complexes Og(n,v)'(Og^^ 
(m=l, 2, and 3) formed in this wavelength region are almost completely dis­
sociative, and the cluster ions are predominantly formed by the direct 
photoionization processes (Og)m=g^ 3 or 4 + (0g)J|=2^ 3 or 4 
PIE curves for O3, Og, and Oy are measured in the region 650-780 8. The 
appearance energy 16.66±0.03 eV (744+1.5 X) for O3 is found to be consis­
tent with a zero activation energy for the ion-molecule reaction O^X^^Hg) + 
Og > O3 + 0. The appearance energy for Og is determined to be 
16.41±0.06 eV (755.5±3 X). This value has allowed the determination of 
a binding energy of 0.26 eV for Og'Og. The nearly structureless PIE 
spectra observed for Og, Og, and Oy also suggest that these ions originate 
mainly from (Og)^. (Og)^, and (Og)^ which are formed by direct ionization 
processes. Using the relative Franck-Condon factors for the Og a^n^ <-
ft, 
X^Zg transitions, the relative reaction probabilities for the ion-molecule 
half reactions, 02^a^^u»v)* (Og)^ + Og^^^^ + 0 (m=l, 2, and 3) (1) as 
a function of the vibrational quantum number v have been determined. The 
relative intensities of O3, Og, Oy, and (Og)2=2_4 observed in this experi­
ment support the conclusion that the reaction probabilities of (1) with m=2 
and 3 are substantially larger than those with m=l. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The ion-molecule reaction 
O2 + O2 Oj + 0 ( 1 ) 
has been studied previously^"® using electron impact ionization to produce 
the reactant Og. In a gas cell photoionization experiment, Ajello, Pang, 
and Monahan^ have been able to observe the threshold for the reaction 
4. 
corresponding to the 02(a'*nj^,v =5) convergence limit. A more recent study, 
which employed photoionization techniques to produce the Og reactant using 
O 
a higher wavelength resolution, has been reported by Dehmer and Chupka. 
They found that the reaction proceeds primarily through the Ogfa^n^/v =5 -
10) vibrational states. With corrections for the contributions to the 
formation of 0^ from Og produced by autoionization processes, they were 
able to determine the reaction cross sections for Reaction (1) with 
Og in the a^ny,v =5 - 10 states. Their study shows that vibrational 
energy was more effective than translational energy in forming the product 
and that the cross section for Reaction (1) increases significantly with 
vibrational energy from the v =5 - 9 levels. 
The present report presents the results of a photoionization study of 
oxygen clusters using the molecular beam method. Since the binding be­
tween the two moieties in (Ogig is very weak, to a good approximation, 
photoionization of the dimer can be viewed as ionizing only one of the 
moieties making up the dimer. By varying the photon energy, excited re­
action complexes Og-Og, with Og in specific states, can be formed. Direct 
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measurements of the Og formation from these complexes as a function of 
internal excitation is expected to provide valuable information about 
the reaction dynamics of Reaction (1). 
Owing to the nature of this experiment, the relative reaction proba­
bilities for Reaction (1) determined in this study are only applied to 
reactions that proceed from complex formations. Although the excited 
complexes prepared from dimers are probably more specific than those 
•formed in real colli sional processes, it is still interesting to compare 
the reaction probabilities for Reaction (1) obtained here with the rela­
tive reaction cross sections reported in Ref. 8. This comparison will 
yield information about the relative importance of the direct and the 
complex reaction mechanisms for the Og formation with Og in specific 
excited states. 
Following the argument given above, photoionization of higher oxygen 
clusters also offers a direct route for preparing collision complexes of 
the form 02^a'^ny,v)*(02)^>1. A systematic measurement of fragments from 
these complexes will provide insight into the reaction mechanism in con­
densed phases. 
From the ionization energies (IE) of oxygen clusters and the estimated 
bonding energies for the neutral clusters, the bond energies for (Og^m'^2 
can be deduced. However, since these values have been determined by 
g Conway and Janik, and the photoionization study of the oxygen clusters, 
^®2^m=2-5' "Gsr the thresholds has been carried out recently by Anderson 
et measurements of the PIE curves for these cluster ions [except that 
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for (Og)^] in*this region have not been included in the present study. 
This report is concerned mainly with the study of the fragmentation 
yielding , m=l, 2, and 3, from these even-numbered oxygen atom 
cluster ions. 
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.EXPERIMENTAL 
This experiment was performed using a new molecular beam photoioni-
z a t i o n  a p p a r a t u s  w h i c h  h a s  b e e n  a l r e a d y  d e s c r i b e d  i n  d e t a i l U s i n g  
a differential pumping arrangement different from that used previously, 
we have been able to improve the molecular beam intensity in the ioniza­
tion region, and yet maintain a low enough background pressure to prevent 
interference due to secondary scattering processes. Briefly, the apparatus 
consists of a quadrupole mass spectrometer, a supersonic molecular beam 
production system, a windowless 3 m vacuum ultraviolet monochromator, and 
a capillary discharge light source. Depending on the wavelength region, 
the light sources used in this study were the helium Hopfield continuum 
and the hydrogen many-lined pseudocontinuum. The light intensity was 
monitored with a sodium salicylate coated photomultiplier. The grating 
employed in this study was a Bausch and Lomb 1200 il/tran Os coated aluminum 
grating blazed at 1360 8. 
The oxygen used in this experiment was obtained from Matheson (99.99% 
minimum purity). The van der Waals dimers and clusters of oxygen are 
produced by supersonic expansion through a 0.05 mm diameter stainless noz­
zle at a stagnation pressure of ^450 torr. The nozzle temperature was 
maintained at ~n0K. During an experiment, the stability of the nozzle 
temperature was better than ±3K as monitored with a thermocouple. 
The PIE curves were obtained in this experiment using 500 ym entrance 
and exit slits and the wavelength resolution achieved was 1.4 % (FWHM). 
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Data are plotted at intervals of 0.5 8. Each curve was based on at least 
two scans and prominent structures in the curves were found to be repro­
ducible. Wavelength calibrations were achieved by using the appropriate 
known atomic resonance lines. 
XX 
Figure 1 shows the PIE curves for Og and (Ogjg in the region 650-
1080 A. The PIE curves for O"^ (630-730 8), O3 (665-750 S), Og (650-780 %), 
(Ogig (650-820 h> O7 (650-780 X), and (Og)* (650-810 A) are depicted in 
Figs. 2(b), 2(a), 3(b), 3(a), 4(b), and 4(a), respectively. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION " 
Recently, Anderson et have reported a photoionization study 
of the oxygen clusters, (02^n=2-5' the thresholds. From the IE for 
(02)2 determined in their experiment, they concluded that (02)2 is bound 
by 0.26±0.02 eV. Since this value is substantially lower than the bond 
dissociation energy, 0.457±0.005 eV, determined from equilibrium constant 
Q 
data, we decided to reexamine this value here. Due to the improved 
sensitivity of the apparatus used in this study, the IE of (Ogig was 
found to be 11.66+0.03 eV (1063±3 8) as shown in Fig. 1. Using 
this value, the known lE^^"^® (12.07 eV) for Og, and the estimated bind­
ing energy^^ (0.01 eV) for (02)2» the dissociation energy for 0^/02 is 
deduced to be 0.42+0.03 eV. Although this value is still slightly lower 
than the value reported in Ref. 9, taking into account the uncertainty of 
the binding energy for (02)2» the previous value is probably within the 
limits of error of the binding energy deduced for (02)2 the present 
photoionization study. 
The general shape of the PIE spectrum for the Og ion is in good agree­
ment with the photoabsorption curve reported by Huffman et and the PIE 
curves of Cook and Metzger,^° Dibeler and Walker,Matsunaga and Watahabe,^^ 
and Dehmer and Chupka.^® The Og spectrum is dominated by intense autoioniza-
tion features. Most of these structures have been identified as vibrational 
progressions or Rydberg series converging to electronically excited states 
of the oxygen molecular ions.^^ However, in strong contrast to the Og 
spectrum, the PIE curve for (Og)g is structureless. A plausible explanation 
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Figure 1. PIE curves for 0^ and {Oo)o in the region from 650-1080 A 
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for this observation is that the excited complexes, O^fn.vj'Og, 
initially formed by photoexcitation in this region are strongly dissocia­
tive and the (Og)^! ions produced by the associative ionization processes 
are negligible. In other words, the (Og)^ ions observed in this experi­
ment are formed predominately by the direct ionization processes, 
Og'Og + hv > O^/Og. 
When the photoionization efficiencies for the formation of 
(Og)^» (Ogjg, and (Og)^ are normalized at a particular wavelength the 
PIE curves for (Og)g, (Og)^, and (Og)J are nearly superimposable. Por­
tions of the (Og)^, and (Og)^ data are plotted in Figs. 3(a) and 4(a), 
respectively. With the present nozzle conditions, the relative in­
tensities measured at 650 % for (Og)g, (Og)^, and (Og)^ are approxi­
mately 1, 0.50, and 0.25, respectively. The nearly identical curves 
observed for (Og)g, (Og)^, and (Og)^ indicate that the contamination of 
(Og)g from fragmentations of higher clusters is not significant. The 
PIE curves for O3 [Fig. 2(a)], Og [Fig. 3(b)], and O7 [Fig. 4(b)] are 
also found to be very smooth. The sharp autoionization features resolved 
in the Og curve are hardly observable in these data. This leads us to 
believe that the O3, Og, and Oy ions observed are mainly fragments of 
(Og)g, (Og)], and (Og)J, respectively. 
The appearance energy (AE) for Og is measured to be 16.66+0.03 eV 
(744±1.5 X). Using this value, the AE (18.73 eV) of the dissociative 
ionization process, Og + hv •> 0^ + 0 + e, and the estimated binding 
energy (0.01 eV) of (Og)g, the threshold energy for the ion-molecule 
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reaction (1) is deduced to be 4.58+0.03 eV. Within the uncertainties 
of this experiment, this value is found to be equal to the thenno-
+ ~ 
chemical threshold for Reaction (1) with Og in the X^IIg state. This 
measurement is consistent with the values reported in previous photo-
7 8 + ionization studies. ' The PIE for Og increases quite sharply from the 
threshold and then remains almost constant in the range ~715-680 X. 
The curve shows a slow increase at '\^80 8, which is about the onset of 
the Ê»** z"g state. 
In order to estimate the contributions to the O3 spectrum from 
fragmentations of higher polymers during the photoionization, a 
spectrum for O3 was also obtained at a nozzle stagnation pressure of 
~140 Torr, at which the concentrations of (Og)^ and (Og)^ are much less 
than that of (Og)^- The PIE curve for O3 measured under these condi­
tions is in good agreement with the spectrum shown in Fig. 2(a). This 
observation supports the conclusion that contaminations of the O3 
spectrum due to dissociations of higher clusters is minimal in this 
wavelength region. 
I 15 16 22 The 0 ions can be produced by the ion-pair process ' ' 
Og + hv » 0"^ + 0" (2) 
as well as by the dissociative ionization process mentioned above 
[Fig. 2(b)]. Since the production of 0^ by Reaction (2) lies in the 
wavelength region of interest, one would expect contributions to the 
O3 formation from the process 
Og'Og + hv -»• Og + 0 . (3) 
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The AE for Reaction (3) is lower than that for the process: 
Og'Og + hv + Og + 0 + e" (4) 
15 by 1.462 eV, which is the electron affinity of the oxygen atom. The 
fact that no Og ions were observed below the AE for Reaction (4) is 
considered to be evidence that the Og ions formed by Reaction (3) are 
negligible. 
The AE of Og formation is approximately the energy for simultaneous 
ionization and excitation of Og to the v=5 level of the state of 
•I* 24 Og. Since the (Ogig is only weakly bound by van der Waals forces, it 
is likely that the actual absorption of a photon by an oxygen dimer 
involves only one of the Og molecules in (Og)g. As a result of the 
perturbation of the absorber by its partner, the excitation photon 
energy for the process 
Og'Og + hv + 0g(a4ny,v)'0g + e (5) 
is expected to be slightly different from that for the excitation 
process 
Og + hv -»• O^Xa^Ey.v) + e . (6) 
However, due to the weak binding energies, ~0.01 eV and ~0.4 eV, for 
(Og)g and (Og)g, respectively, the actual shift in energy for the above 
process in the dimer from that of the monomer should be quite small. The 
positions corresponding to the excitation of Og to the a'*lly,v=6,7,8,9,10, 
and 11 states of Og are shown in Fig. 2(a). 
Assuming the validity of the arguments that the Og ions are frag­
ments of the 0g(a'*IIy,v)'02 complexes which are formed by the direct 
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ionization process (5), the relative reaction probabilities, a^, for 
the half reaction 
O^Xa^ny.vj.Og + O3 + 0 (7) 
can be obtained by normalizing the average increments in the PIE for 
O3 of various vibrational states with the relative Franck-Condon 
factors for Reaction (6).^^ The onset of the A^ll^j,v=0, state of Og 
almost coincides with the a'*II^,v=8 state. Therefore, at energies 
greater than the OgCA^IIyjVsO) converging limit, the reaction may also 
proceed via this state. However, since the Franck-Condon factors for 
transitions from the ground state of Og to the first few vibrational 
'Vi, 
levels of the state are very small, the contribution from this 
state is neglected. The values for obtained by this analysis are 
listed in Table I. Since errors of the O3 data are ~±10%, the un­
certainties of these values are estimated to be '\dZQ%. These values 
are normalized to 100 at v=10 so that they can be compared with the 
* 15 
relative cross sections reported by Dehmer and Chupka: The general 
trend of is found to be similar to that observed for the relative cross 
sections, namely, it increases sharply as a function of vibrational 
energy and peaks at v=10. Dehmer and Chupka found that the total contin­
uum for v=ll is approximately equal to that of v=10, which gives a cross 
section of zero for v=ll. This was attributed to the dissociation of 
energetically unstable O3 into Og + 0. The nearly constant PIE for O3 
beyond the threshold of v=ll observed in this experiment is also con­
sistent with this interpretation. 
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In a real collisional experiment, products can be formed by both 
the direct processes as well as by processes which involve intermediate 
complexes. Since the configurations of the excited complexes prepared 
by photoionization are probably quite specific, and the division into 
direct and complex mechanisms is also quite arbitrary, it is difficult 
to relate the values for with those due to the complex mechanisms 
in real collisional experiments in which angular momenta are expected 
to play an important role. Nevertheless, a more dramatic vibrational 
energy dependence for the relative reaction cross sections obtained 
previously as compared to the derived from this study (shown in 
Table I) appears to reveal a stronger vibrational energy dependence 
for the reaction cross sections of the direct processes. 
The AE for Og is determined to be 16.41+0.06 eV. Within experi­
mental uncertainties, the AE (16.38+0.06 eV) for Oy is found to be 
equal to that of Og. By assuming the binding energy of (Og)^, m=2-3, 
with Og to be the same as (Ogjg, the energetics for the Og^^^, m=l-3, 
ions can be calculated via the cycles shown in Fig. 5. Since Og can 
be viewed as having a structure Og-Og, a binding energy of 0.26 eV is 
deduced for Og-Og from this experiment. Formation of the Og ion has 
also been observed in a gas cell photoionization study of the ion-
molecule reaction of Og + Og.^^ The Og formed by this reaction is 
more likely to have a structure of Og-Og. 
Using the same arguments as given above, the relative reaction 
probabilities, a^, for the reactions 
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Table I. Relative reaction probabilities for the ionnnolecule 
reactions, OgCa'^IIy v) ••• Og—>0^ + 0 
oJCa'^.v)' FCpb Relative cross section^ 
v'= 5 742.08 0.13202 8 1.9 
6 737.09 0.12152 28 11 
7 732.28 0.10301 67 38.5 
8 727.64 0.08192 88 66 
9 723.17 0.06197 100 TOO 
10 718.86 0.044506 92 89.5 
^Reference 23. 
^Franck-Condon factor for the excitation process (6). 
See Ref. 23. 
^Relative reaction probabilities for the ion-molecule half 
reaction (7). 
'^Relative cross sections for the full ion-molecule reaction 
Ogta^.v) + Og —> O3 + 0 (Ref. 15). 
2.08 eV 
0 +0+e+nC^ 0.26 eV 
-^+ 
fl 
03+0+e+(n-l)C^ 
004 eV 
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Figure 5. Energetics of the OÎ^i^,, in=l,2, and 3 system 
I 
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0l(a\,y)'{02)^ + Ogm+i + 0, m=2 and 3 (8) 
can also be derived as a function of vibrational energy. The values 
of obtained for Reactions (7) and (8) are compared in Fig. 6, where 
av_3(0g), Oy-atOy), and Oy.gfOg) are normalized to the same value. There 
seems to be anomalous increases in values of at v=9 and 10 of 
Reaction (8), m=2 and 3. This behavior may arise from negligence of 
contributions from the state. It is found that for Reaction (7) 
has a stronger vibrational energy dependence than that of Reaction (8) 
with m=2. The values of for Reaction (8) with m=3 show only a weak 
dependence on vibrational energy. In view of the fact that a larger 
complex has more degrees of freedom to redistribute the energy after 
the excitation of one of the moieties in the cluster, it is reasonable 
to find vibrational energy to be less effective in promoting the 
reaction as the size of the cluster increases. The weaker dependence 
of on V for the higher cluster reactions (9) observed here is 
probably also due to fragmentations of the energetically unstable 
product ions formed at high excitation energies. 
At 650 A, the values for IfO^^/IffOg)*), IfO^^/IffOg)^) and 
IfO^^/IffOg)^) were found to be ~0.15, M).20 and ^0.015,^^ respectively, 
where KOg), l(0g), 1(0^), KCOg)^), KCOg)^), and IffOg)*) represent 
the intensities of 0^, Og, Oy, (Og)^, (Og)^, and (Og)^, respectively. 
From the PIE curves for O3, Og, Oy, (Og)^, (Og)^^ and (Og)^ and the 
relative intensities of these species measured at 650 R, the relation, 
I(0^^/I((0g)^)%I(0^)/I((0g)3)%10I(03)/I((0g)g), was found to be valid 
Figure 6. Relative reaction probabilities, a^, for the ion-molecule reactions, 
02(a'*nu,v)-"(02)m + 0, m=l,2, and 3, 
as a function of the vibrational quantum number v. a oCoî), a _o(ot) and 
Ov^gCOp are arbitrarily normalized to the same value 
+ + I I = Gy for the formation of Og from (Ogjg 
^ for the formation of Og from (Og)^ 
• = for the formation of Oy from (Og)^ 
0\i (arbitrary units) 
_ 
18 L 
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at ~730 A. Since the differences of from 
and observed are too large to be caused by fragmentations, 
we conclude that the reaction probabilities for Reaction (8) are sub­
stantially higher than that of Reaction (7). The reaction probabilities 
for these reactions probably depend on solvation effects as well as 
the structures of these excited cluster ions. Stemming from the fact 
that the Ogfa^n^.v) molecular ions in 02(a'*ny,v)*(02)2 and O^Xa^n^.v)' 
(02)3 are in the proximity of two and three oxygen molecules, respective­
ly, in comparison to only one oxygen molecule in 0^Xa^ny,v)'02, the 
result observed in this study seems to be a reasonable one. 
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SUMMARY 
The stabilities of (Og)^, O3» Og,and O7 have been determined 
using the molecular beam photoionization method. By measuring the 
intensities of the fragments, Og, Og, and Oy, which originate mainly 
from 02(a''ïïy,v)-02. oJ(a'^ny,v)'{02)2 and 02(a'»ny,v)'(02)3, respective­
ly, as a function of vibrational excitation, valuable insights con­
cerning the internal energy effect on the reactions of Og with oxygen 
clusters have been obtained. This experiment has demonstrated that 
molecular beam photoionization of molecular clusters is a potentially 
useful method for the investigation of the solvation effect on 
chemical reactions in condensed phases. 
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GENERAL CONCLUSION 
The first high resolution (0.14 8) photoionization efficiency 
studies of higher temperature vapors (HgXg, X = CI, Br, I) have been 
carried out using the supersonic beam method. Those studies have 
yielded more precise values for the lEs of theX^JIg^gg' ^^i/2g 
states of HgXg than the literature values. In addition, transi­
tions corresponding to Rydberg series converging to the and 
^^^+3/2,+1/2 states of HgXg have been identified. 
The fragmentation processes of HgClg, HgBrg and Hgig have been 
studied and were found to be similar. The autoionizing Rydberg series 
found in the PIE studies of HgXg were also present in the fragment PIE 
curves. The trend în the effective q values for the autoionizing 
resonances resolved in the PIE curves for HgClg and its ionic fragments 
was found to be consistent with the previous observation of Eland et al. 
the effective q value is largest for the weakest channel. This trend 
was not observed for the effective q values of autoionizing resonances 
appearing in the PIE curves of HgBrg, Hgig, and their ionic fragments. 
From the measured appearance energies of X^ and HgX*, the bond dissocia­
tion energies of HgCl, HgBr, Hgl, HgCl"*", HgBr* and Hgl* were calculated. 
PIE curves for the COg, NgO, CO, Ng and NO dimers and clusters 
were obtained using a cryogenic supersonic beam source. The stabilities 
of (COg)^, (NgOjg, NO^^NgO, (00)3 and (Ng)^ were determined for the 
first time. In addition the solvation energies of NO^ by two to five 
NO molecules were measured. A value of ~8.1 eV for the bulk IE of 
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nitric oxide was predicted. Evidence for the electronic predissocia-
tion of direct dissociation of COg and NgO Rydberg dimers was found by 
the comparison of the PIE curves of COg., (COg)^, NgO*, and (NgO)^. By 
analysis of the PIE curve of (NO)^» the lEs of (NCOg to NO^ (X^E^,v=^ )-NO 
+ + 
and NO (XrZ ,v=2)'N0 were found, supporting the conclusion that the bond-
ing of NO^ in NO^-NO is stronger than that of NO, but weaker than that 
of NO*. 
The PIE curves of the Og, Og, and Oy fragments [from (Og)^, (Og)^ 
and (Og)^, respectively] were measured and compared with the PIE curves 
of 0* (from Og), Og, (Og)g, (Og)^ and (Og)^. By using relative Franck-
Condon factors for the a^n^ transitions, the relative reaction 
probabilities for the ion-molecule half reaction 
0g(a*n4,v).''(0g)m -»• Og^^^ + 0, 
(where m = 1, 2, and 3) were deduced. Although there is a marked 
dependence of the reaction probability on the vibrational energy of 
Og for m = 1, for reactions m = 2 and 3 the vibrational energy dependence 
was found to decrease substantially, indicating that the reaction 
probabilities for these reactions probably depend on solvation effects 
as well as on the structures of these excited cluster ions. This result 
demonstrates the potential of the molecular beam method for the study of 
solvation effects on chemical reactions in condensed phases. 
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